
 
 
 

Seeking Justice with 
the Love of God 

 

 

January 8, 2024 
 
Re: Hearing on HB 1305-FN to protect religious student associations at New Hampshire’s public  

 institutions of higher education 

 
Christian Legal Society (CLS) supports HB 1305-FN, which will provide much needed 

protection for the ability of religious students to meet on college/university campuses. By passing 

HB 1305-FN, the New Hampshire Legislature will conserve taxpayer dollars by preventing costly 

litigation that has resulted in other states when public universities adopted policies to exclude 

religious student groups because the groups require their leaders to share their core religious 

beliefs. This problem has arisen on many college campuses nationwide and, in 2022, at a public 

university in New Hampshire. 

 

Attached to this statement are actual letters from university officials or student government 

representatives to religious groups threatening to exclude religious groups from campus 

because of the religious groups’ requirement that their leaders agree with the groups’ religious 

beliefs. (Attachments B, C, D, E, G, I, and K). These letters exemplify the problem that HB 

1305-FN will prevent in New Hampshire. I respectfully request that this letter and its 

attachments be included in the record for the hearing on HB 1305-FN before the House 

Committee on Education scheduled for January 9, 2024. As this letter will explain: 
 

 

•  HB 1305-FN is a commonsense measure to protect religious students who wish to 

meet on New Hampshire college campuses. 

•  HB 1305-FN allows New Hampshire public universities to maintain whatever policies 

they choose so long as their policies permit religious student organizations to choose 

their leaders according to their religious beliefs. 

• HB 1305-FN conserves scarce tax dollars by preventing costly litigation against 

colleges that adopt policies that exclude religious groups. 

• HB 1305-FN would add New Hampshire to the expanding list of 17 states—

Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, 

Montana, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, 

and Virginia—that have enacted similar protections for religious or belief-based student 

groups.1 (Attachment AA lists the key provisions of these states’ laws.) 

 
1 Ala. Code 1975 § 1-68-3(a)(8) (all student groups); Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 15-1863 (religious and political student 

groups); Ark. Code Ann. § 6-60-1006 (all student groups); Idaho Code § 33-107D (religious student groups); Ind. 

Code 21-39-8-1 et seq. (religious, political, and ideological student groups); Iowa Code § 261H.3(3) (all student 

groups); Kan. Stat. Ann. §§ 60-5311-5313 (religious student groups); Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 164.348(2)(h) (religious 

and political student groups); La. Stat. Ann.-Rev. Stat. § 17.:3399.33 (belief-based student groups); Mont. Code Ann. 

§ 20-25-518 (religious, political, or ideological); N.C. Gen. Stat. Ann. § 116-40.12 (religious and political student 

groups); N.D. § 15-10.4-02(h) (student organizations’ beliefs); Ohio Rev. Code § 3345.023 (religious student groups); 

Okla. St. Ann. § 70-2119.1 (religious student groups); S.D. Ch. § 13-53-52 (ideological, political, and religious student 
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The need for HB 1305-FN was demonstrated recently in New Hampshire when the Student 

Bar Association (SBA) at the University of New Hampshire Franklin Pierce School of Law 

threatened to deny recognition to the Christian Legal Society Law Student chapter (CLS-NH) 

there. At a public hearing, the SBA threatened to deny CLS’s request for recognition because the 

SBA claimed that CLS-NH’s statement of faith requirement violated the school’s diversity, equity, 

and inclusion policies. CLS-NH student leaders were subjected to an unseemly inquisition 

regarding their religious beliefs. CLS’s Center for Law & Religious Freedom sent a letter to 

university administrators explaining that failure to recognize CLS-NH was unconstitutional 

viewpoint discrimination and that both federal regulations and case law reinforced the right of 

religious student organizations to have religious leadership requirements. The administration 

agreed and directed the SBA to recognize CLS-NH. Had HB 1305-FN been law, the process would 

have been clearer, shorter, and less traumatic for the CLS-NH students.2 

HB 1305-FN allows New Hampshire’s public universities and colleges to have whatever 

policies they wish. HB 1305-FN only requires that whatever policy a college chooses to have 

must respect religious student groups’ right to choose their leaders according to their religious 

beliefs. HB 1305-FN thereby protects New Hampshire public colleges/universities, and the 

taxpayers that fund them, from costly litigation. Equally importantly, HB 1305-FN protects 

religious students from discrimination on New Hampshire campuses and secures their basic 

freedoms of speech and religion. 

 

I. For Four Decades, Christian Legal Society Has Defended Religious Student 

Organizations’ Access to College Campuses. 

 
Christian Legal Society is a national association of Christian attorneys, law students, and 

law professors. CLS has attorney chapters located throughout the country, including a  New 

England chapter that encompasses New Hampshire. CLS has student chapters at law schools 

nationwide, including at the University of New Hampshire Franklin Pierce School of Law. CLS 

law student chapters typically are small groups of students who meet for weekly prayer, Bible 

study, and worship at a time and place convenient to the students. All students are welcome at 

CLS meetings. As Christian churches have done for nearly two millennia, CLS requires its 

leaders to agree with a statement of faith, signifying agreement with the traditional Christian 

beliefs that define CLS. 

 
CLS has long believed that pluralism, essential to a free society, prospers only when the First 

Amendment rights of all Americans are protected regardless of the current popularity of their 

speech or religious beliefs. For that reason, CLS was instrumental in the passage of the federal 

 
groups); Tenn. Code Ann. § 49-7-156 (religious student groups); Va. Code Ann. § 23.1-400 (religious and political 

student groups). 
2 The University of New Hampshire website currently lists 327 student organizations. https://wildcatlink.unh.edu/organizations. 

The School of Law website lists 28 student organizations, covering a wide array of interests, including Secular Student Alliance, 

Diversity Coalition, Lambda, The Federalist Society, UNH Law Democrats, and If/When/How-Lawyering for Reproductive 

Justice. https://law.unh.edu/student-life/student-organizations. 

https://wildcatlink.unh.edu/organizations
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Equal Access Act of 1984, 20 U.S.C. §§ 4071 et seq., that protects the right of all students, 

including religious student groups and LGBT student groups, to meet for “religious, political, 

philosophical or other” speech on public secondary school campuses.3 

 

Christian Legal Society’s religious liberty advocacy arm, the Center for Law & Religious 

Freedom, has worked for over forty years to secure equal access for religious student groups in 

the public education context, including higher education. Its staff has testified twice before the 

Subcommittee on the Constitution and Civil Justice of the Judiciary Committee of the United 

States House of Representatives on the issue of protecting religious student organizations on 

college campuses.4 

II. Religious Student Associations Need the Protection that HB 1305-FN Will Provide. 
 

HB 1305-FN is a commonsense measure intended to protect religious student associations’ 

meetings on college campuses by prohibiting public college administrators from denying them 

meeting space because a religious student association requires its leaders or members to: 

 
•  adhere to the association’s sincerely held religious beliefs; 

• comply with the association’s sincere religious standards of conduct; or 

• be committed to furthering the association’s religious mission. 
 

 

Of course, it is common sense—and basic religious freedom—for a religious association to 

expect its leaders to agree with the association’s religious beliefs, practices, standards of conduct, 

and mission. It should be common ground that government officials, including college 

administrators, should not interfere with the religious beliefs, practices, standards of conduct, or 

mission of religious associations. 

 
Unfortunately, this is a recurrent problem on many college campuses across the country, from 

California to Idaho, from Oklahoma to Ohio. HB 1305-FN would prevent such problems from 

recurring in New Hampshire by protecting New Hampshire students’ basic religious freedom. In 

so doing, New Hampshire would join a growing list of states (Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, 

Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Montana, North Carolina, North Dakota, 

Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, and Virginia) that have adopted similar protections 

for religious student associations. 

 

 
3 See, e.g., 128 Cong. Rec. 11784-85 (1982) (Sen. Hatfield statement). See, e.g., Bd. of Educ. v. Mergens, 496 U.S. 

226 (1990) (requiring access for religious student group); Straights and Gays for Equality v. Osseo Area School No. 

279, 540 F.3d 911 (8th Cir. 2008) (requiring access for LGBT student group). 
4 Hearing Before the Subcomm. on the Constitution and Civil Justice of the Comm. on the Judiciary, House of 

Representatives: First Amendment Protections on Public College and University Campuses, Rep. No. 114-31 (June 

2, 2015) at 39-48 (statement of Kimberlee Wood Colby); Hearing Before the Subcomm. on the Constitution and 

Civil Justice of the Comm. on the Judiciary, House of Representatives: State of Religious Liberty in the United 

States, Rep. No. 113-75 (June 10, 2014) at 49-76 (statement of Kimberlee Wood Colby). 
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A. In its landmark decision in Widmar v. Vincent, the U.S. Supreme Court held 

that the University of Missouri - Kansas City could not condition campus access on 

religious groups’ promise not to engage in religious speech. 

 

In the late 1970s, some university administrators began to claim that the Establishment Clause 

would be violated if religious student groups were allowed to meet in empty classrooms to discuss 

their religious beliefs on the same basis as other student groups were allowed to meet to discuss 

their political, social, or philosophical beliefs. The administrators claimed that merely providing 

heat and light in these unused classrooms gave impermissible financial support to the students’ 

religious beliefs, even though free heat and light were provided to all student groups. The 

administrators also claimed that college students were “impressionable” and would believe that 

the university endorsed religious student groups’ beliefs, despite the fact that hundreds of student 

groups with diverse and contradictory ideological beliefs were allowed to meet. 

 

In the landmark case of Widmar v. Vincent, the Supreme Court rejected these arguments by 

the University of Missouri - Kansas City (UMKC).5 In an 8-1 ruling, the Court held that UMKC 

violated the religious student associations’ speech and association rights by “discriminat[ing] 

against student groups and speakers based on their desire to use a generally open forum to 

engage in religious worship and discussion. These are forms of speech and association protected 

by the First Amendment.”6 In other words, religious student groups have a First Amendment right 

to meet on public university campuses for religious speech and association. 

 

The Court then held that the federal and state establishment clauses were not violated by 

allowing religious student associations access to public college campuses.7 The Court ruled that 

college students understand that simply allowing a student group to meet on campus does not 

mean that the University endorses or promotes the students’ religious speech, teaching, worship, 

or beliefs. As the Court observed in a subsequent equal access case that protected high school 

students’ religious meetings, “the proposition that schools do not endorse everything they fail to 

censor is not complicated.”8 

 

The Supreme Court has reaffirmed the Widmar reasoning in numerous cases.9 In each case, 

the Court ruled that an educational institution did not endorse a religious association’s beliefs 

 
5 454 U.S. 263 (1981). 
6 Id. at 269. 
7 Id. at 270-76. 
8 Bd. of Educ. v. Mergens, 496 U.S. 226, 250 (1990) (holding that the federal Equal Access Act protects high school 

students’ right to meet for religious speech in public secondary schools and extensively citing Widmar). 
9 Rosenberger v. Rectors and Visitors of the University of Virginia, 515 U.S. 819 (1995) (University of Virginia 

violated the free speech and association rights of a religious student group when it denied a religious student publication 

the same funding available to sixteen other nonreligious student publications); Bd. of Educ. v. Mergens, 496 U.S. 226 

(1990) (applying Widmar analysis to public secondary schools); Lamb’s Chapel v. Center Moriches Union Free 

School Dist.,508 U.S. 384 (1993) (requiring school district to allow a religious community group access to a school 

auditorium in the evening); Good News Club v. Milford Central School, 533 U.S. 98 (2001) (requiring school district 

to allow a religious community group access to elementary school after school). In 1984, Congress applied Widmar’s 

reasoning to public secondary schools when it enacted the Equal Access Act, 20 U.S.C. §§ 4071-74. 
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simply because it provided the religious association with meeting space. Access does not equal 

endorsement. 
 

B.  Discrimination against religious student groups continues. 
 

After the Supreme Court made clear that the Establishment Clause could not justify exclusion 

of religious student groups, some university administrators began to claim that university 

nondiscrimination policies were violated if the religious student groups required their leaders to 

agree with their religious beliefs. These administrators began to threaten religious student groups 

with exclusion from campus if they required their leaders to agree with the groups’ religious 

beliefs.10 

 

It is common sense and basic religious freedom—not discrimination—for religious groups 

to expect their leaders to share the groups’ religious beliefs. Nondiscrimination policies serve 

valuable and important purposes. Ironically, one of the most important purposes of a college’s 

nondiscrimination policy is to protect religious students on campus. Something has gone seriously 

wrong when college administrators use nondiscrimination policies to punish religious student 

groups for being religious. Exclusion of religious student groups actually undermines the purpose 

of a nondiscrimination policy and the good it serves. 
 
Such misuse of nondiscrimination policies is unnecessary. Nondiscrimination policies and 

students’ religious freedom are eminently compatible, as shown by the many universities with 

nondiscrimination policies that explicitly recognize the right of religious groups to require that 

their leaders share the groups’ religious beliefs.11
 

 
Unfortunately, some universities have chosen to misuse their nondiscrimination policies to 

exclude religious student associations from campus. Alternatively, some universities have 

excluded religious student associations by claiming to have what they call “all-comers” policies, 

which purport to prohibit all student associations from requiring their leaders to agree with the 

 
10 See Michael Stokes Paulsen, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Limited Public Forum: Unconstitutional 

Conditions on “Equal Access” for Religious Speakers and Groups, 29 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 653, 668-72 (1996) 

(detailing University of Minnesota’s threat to derecognize CLS chapter because of its religious requirements); Stephen 

M. Bainbridge, Student Religious Organizations and University Policies Against Discrimination on the Basis of Sexual 

Orientation: Implications of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 21 J.C. & U.L. 369 (1994) (detailing University 

of Illinois’s threat to derecognize CLS chapter). 
11 For example, the University of Florida has an excellent policy that embeds protection for religious student groups 

in its nondiscrimination policy: “A student organization whose primary purpose is religious will not be denied 

registration as a Registered Student Organization on the ground that it limits membership or leadership positions to 

students who share the religious beliefs of the organization. The University has determined that this accommodation 

of religious belief does not violate its nondiscrimination policy.” Similarly, the University of Texas provides: “[A]n 

organization created primarily for religious purposes may restrict the right to vote or hold office to persons who 

subscribe to the organization’s statement of faith.” The University of Houston likewise provides: “Religious student 

organizations may limit officers to those members who subscribe to the religious tenets of the organization where the 

organization’s activities center on a set of core beliefs.” The University of Minnesota provides: “Religious student 

groups may require their voting members and officers to adhere to the organization’s statement of faith and its rules 

of conduct.” These policies are in Attachment A. 
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associations’ political, philosophical, religious, or other beliefs. A true “all-comers” policy, 

however, rarely, if ever, actually exists. 

 
By way of example, in the 2015-2016 academic year, Indiana University announced that it 

intended to change its policy. Under the new policy, the university specifically stated that a 

religious student group “would not be permitted to forbid someone of a different religion, or 

someone non-religious, from running for a leadership position within the [religious group].”12 

Only after months of criticism from alumni and political leaders, as well as the threat of litigation, 

did Indiana University revert to its prior policy of allowing religious student groups to choose 

their leaders according to their religious beliefs. 

 
Also in the 2015-2016 academic year, a religious student organization at Southeast Missouri 

State University had its recognition revoked by the student government because it refused to insert 

a newly required nondiscrimination statement into its constitution. The group tried to persuade the 

student government to allow religious groups to have religious leadership requirements; however, 

the student government voted against adding language to its bylaws to protect religious groups’ 

right to have religious leadership requirements.13 After this vote, additional religious groups 

communicated to the administration that they would not remove their religious leadership 

requirements from their constitutions. After several months, the administration sent the religious 

organizations letters stating that the student government had voted to “abandon their non-

discrimination statement and to replace it with the University’s non-discrimination statement.” 

However, university policies still lack written protection for the right of religious groups to have 

religious leadership requirements. 

 

In 2021, student governments at the University of Idaho and the University of Virginia 

similarly tried to penalize religious student groups because they required their leaders to agree 

with their religious beliefs. Because the Idaho and Virginia legislatures had the foresight to pass 

laws to protect religious student groups on public university campuses, the university 

administrators expeditiously reversed the student governments’ discriminatory actions against the 

religious student organizations in both instances. The universities not only avoided needless 

litigation, but also sent religious students (and their parents) the reassuring message that they were 

welcome on their campuses. 

 

In 2022, in New Hampshire, the Student Bar Association (SBA) at the University of New 

Hampshire Franklin Pierce School of Law threatened to deny recognition to the Christian Legal 

Society Law Student chapter (CLS-NH) there. At a public hearing, the SBA threatened to deny 

CLS’s request for recognition because the SBA claimed that CLS-NH’s statement of faith require-

ment violated the school’s diversity, equity, and inclusion policies. CLS-NH student leaders were 

subjected to an unseemly inquisition regarding their religious beliefs. CLS’s Center for Law & 

Religious Freedom sent a letter to university administrators explaining that failure to recognize 

 
12 Indiana University’s statement is Attachment B. 
13 The student government voted not to add the following language to its bylaws: “A student organization which has 

been formed to further or affirm the religious beliefs of its members may consider affirmation of those beliefs to be a 

part of the criteria for the selection of the organization’s leadership.” 
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CLS-NH was unconstitutional viewpoint discrimination and that both federal regulations and case-

law reinforced the right of religious student organizations to have religious leadership 

requirements. The administration agreed and directed the SBA to recognize CLS-NH. Had HB 

1305-FN been law, the process would have been clearer, shorter, and less traumatic for the CLS-

NH students. 

C. HB 1305-FN would avoid the problems that other states have experienced and 

that some states have addressed through similar legislation. 

 
1. California State University excluded religious student associations with 

religious leadership requirements from its 23 campuses, including religious 

groups that had met on its campuses for over forty years. 
 

The California State University comprises 23 campuses with 437,000 students. In 2014, Cal 

State denied recognition to several religious student associations, including Chi Alpha, 

InterVarsity, and Cru. For example, the student president of a religious student association that 

had met on the Cal State Northridge campus for forty years received a letter that read: 

 

This correspondence is to inform you that effective immediately, your student 

organization, Rejoyce in Jesus Campus Fellowship, will no longer be 

recognized by California State University, Northridge.14
 

 
The letter then listed seven basic benefits that the religious student association had lost because it 

required its student leaders to agree with its religious beliefs, including: (1) free access to a room 

on campus for its meetings; (2) the ability to recruit new student members through club fairs; and 

(3) access to a university-issued email account or website. As the letter explained, “[g]roups of 

students not recognized by the university . . . will be charged the off-campus rate and will not be 

eligible to receive two free meetings per week in [university] rooms.” As a result, some 

religious student groups faced paying thousands of dollars for room reservations and insurance 

coverage that were otherwise free to other student groups. 
 

The problem arose because Cal State re-interpreted its nondiscrimination policy to prohibit 

religious student groups from having religious leadership requirements. But in announcing that 

religious student groups could not have religious leadership requirements, Cal State 

explicitly and unfairly allowed fraternities and sororities to continue to engage in sex 

discrimination in selecting their leaders and members.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
14 The letter is Attachment C. 
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2. The Tennessee General Assembly passed legislation similar to HB 1305-FN after 

Vanderbilt University excluded fourteen Catholic and evangelical Christian 

organizations from campus, including a Christian group because it required its 

leaders to have a “personal commitment to Jesus Christ.” 
 

In 2011, Vanderbilt University administrators informed the CLS student chapter at Vanderbilt 

Law School that the mere expectation that its leaders would lead its Bible studies, prayer, and 

worship was “religious discrimination.” CLS’s requirement that its leaders agree with its core 

religious beliefs was also deemed to be “religious discrimination.”15
 

 
Vanderbilt told another Christian student group that it could remain a recognized student 

organization only if it deleted five words from its constitution: that its leaders have a “personal 

commitment to Jesus Christ.” The students left campus rather than recant their commitment to 

Jesus Christ.16 

 

Catholic and evangelical Christian students patiently explained to the Vanderbilt 

administration that nondiscrimination policies should protect, not exclude, religious organizations 

from campus.17 But in April 2012, Vanderbilt denied recognition to fourteen Christian 

organizations.18 While religious organizations could not keep their religious leadership 

requirements, Vanderbilt permitted fraternities and sororities to engage in sex discrimination in 

selecting leaders and members. After Vanderbilt adopted its new policy, the University of 

Tennessee reportedly claimed to have a similar policy. In response, the Tennessee General 

Assembly enacted T.C.A. § 49-7-156 to protect the right of a religious student association on a 

public college campus to “require[] that only persons professing the faith of the group and 

comporting themselves in conformity with it qualify to serve as members or leaders.”19
 

 
3. The Kansas Legislature passed legislation similar to HB 1305-FN in order 

to protect religious student associations at Kansas public universities. 
 
In 2016, the Kansas Legislature enacted K.S.A. §§ 60-5311 – 60-5313 to ensure that Kansas 

taxpayers’ money would not be spent on unnecessary litigation resulting from its public 

universities misinterpreting existing policies—or adopting future policies—to exclude religious 

groups from campus because they had religious leadership requirements. In 2004, the CLS 

student chapter at Washburn School of Law had allowed an individual student to lead a 

Bible study. But it became clear that the student did not hold CLS’s traditional Christian beliefs. 

 
15 Vanderbilt’s email to CLS is Attachment D. 
16 Vanderbilt’s email is Attachment E. 
17 New York Times columnist, Tish Harrison Warren, describes her experience at Vanderbilt during the controversy 

in her article “The Wrong Kind of Christian,” Christianity Today, Aug. 27, 2014, 

https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2014/september/wrong-kind-of-christian-vanderbilt-university.html. The 

article is Attachment FF. 
18 The excluded groups are as follows: Asian-American Christian Fellowship; Baptist Campus Ministry; Beta Upsilon 

Chi; Bridges International; Campus Crusade for Christ (Cru); Christian Legal Society; Fellowship of Christian 

Athletes; Graduate Christian Fellowship; Lutheran Student Fellowship; Medical Christian Fellowship; Midnight 

Worship; The Navigators; St. Thomas More Society; and Vanderbilt Catholic. 
19 T.C.A. § 49-7-156 is Attachment F. 

https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2014/september/wrong-kind-of-christian-vanderbilt-university.html
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CLS told the student he was welcome to attend future CLS Bible studies, but that he would no 

longer be allowed to lead them. Even though the student admitted that he disagreed with CLS’s 

religious beliefs, he filed a “religious discrimination” complaint with the Washburn Student Bar 

Association, which threatened to penalize CLS for its refusal to allow a student who disagreed 

with its religious beliefs to lead its Bible study. Only after CLS filed a federal lawsuit did the 

Student Bar Association reverse course. 

 
4. The Oklahoma Legislature passed legislation similar to HB 1305-FN to protect 

religious student associations at Oklahoma public universities. 

 
In 2011, the University of Oklahoma Student Association sent a memorandum to all registered 

student organizations that would prohibit religious student associations’ religious leadership and 

membership criteria.20 After unwelcome publicity, the university disavowed the student 

government’s memorandum. In 2014, the Oklahoma Legislature enacted language similar to HB 

1305-FN. The “Exercise of Religion by Higher Education Students Act,” 70 Okl. St. Ann. § 2119, 

protects students’ religious expression at Oklahoma universities and colleges. It protects religious 

student organizations from exclusion from state college campuses because of their religious 

expression or because they require their leaders to agree with the organizations’ core religious 

beliefs.21 

 

5. The Idaho Legislature passed legislation similar to HB 1305-FN after Boise 

State University threatened religious student associations with exclusion. 

 

In 2008, the Boise State University (BSU) student government threatened to exclude several 

religious organizations from campus, claiming that their religious leadership requirements were 

discriminatory. The BSU student government informed one religious group that its requirement 

that its leaders “be in good moral standing, exhibiting a lifestyle that is worthy of a Christian as 

outlined in the Bible” violated the student government’s policy. The student government also 

found that the group’s citation in its constitution of Matthew 18:15-17 violated the policy. The 

student government informed a religious group that “not allowing members to serve as officers 

due to their religious beliefs” conflicted with BSU’s policy.22 In response to a threatened lawsuit, 

BSU agreed to allow religious organizations to maintain religious leadership criteria. 
 

In 2012, however, BSU informed the religious organizations that it intended to adopt a new 

policy, which would exclude religious organizations with religious leadership requirements. In 

response to this, the Idaho Legislature enacted Idaho Code § 33-107D to prohibit colleges from 

“tak[ing] any action or enforc[ing] any policy that would deny a religious student group any 

benefit available to any other student group based on the religious student group’s requirement 

that its leaders adhere to its sincerely held religious beliefs or standards of conduct.”23 

 

 
20 The memorandum is Attachment G. 
21 70 Okl. St. § 2119 is Attachment H. 
22 The letters are Attachment I. 
23 Idaho Code § 33-107D is Attachment J. 
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In 2021, the University of Idaho College of Law student government delayed recognizing the 

CLS student organization because of its religious leadership requirements. After CLS’s counsel 

wrote a letter to the University administration noting the Idaho law, the University administration 

granted recognition to the CLS students as an official student organization. 
 

6. The Ohio Legislature passed legislation like HB 1305-FN after The Ohio State 

University (OSU) threatened to exclude religious student associations if they 

required their leaders to share the associations’ religious beliefs. 
 

In 2003-2004, the CLS student chapter at the OSU College of Law was threatened with 

exclusion because of its religious beliefs. After months of trying to reason with OSU 

administrators, a lawsuit was filed, which was dismissed after OSU revised its policy “to allow 

student organizations formed to foster or affirm sincerely held religious beliefs to adopt a 

nondiscrimination statement consistent with those beliefs in lieu of adopting the University’s 

nondiscrimination policy.” Religious groups then met without problem from 2005-2010. In 2010, 

however, OSU asked the student government whether it should change its policy to no longer 

allow religious groups to have religious leadership and membership requirements. The 

undergraduate and graduate student governments voted to remove protection for religious student 

groups.24 

 

In response, in 2011, the Ohio Legislature prohibited public universities from “tak[ing] any 

action or enforc[ing] any policy that would deny a religious student group any benefit available 

to any other student group based on the religious student group’s requirement that its leaders or 

members adhere to its sincerely held religious beliefs or standards of conduct.” Ohio Rev. Code 

§ 3345.023.25 
 

7. The Arizona Legislature passed legislation to protect religious student associations 

and students’ religious expression. 
 

In 2011, Arizona enacted A.R.S. § 15-1863, which protects religious student associations’ 
choice of their leaders and members.26 In 2004, Arizona State University College of Law had 
threatened to deny recognition to a CLS student chapter because it limited leadership and voting 
membership to students who shared its religious beliefs. A lawsuit was dismissed when the 
University agreed to allow religious student groups to have religious leadership and 
membership requirements.27 
 

8. The L eg i s l a tu res  in  A rk ans as ,  Ind i an a ,  Io w a ,  K en tu cky ,  

L ou i s ian a ,  Mo nt an a ,  N o r th  C a ro l in a ,  N o r th  D ako ta ,  Sou th  

D ak o ta ,  an d  Virginia also have passed legislation to protect religious student 

associations’ religious freedom. 
 

To protect religious student organizations that had sometimes been threatened with exclusion 

from various University of North Carolina campuses, the North Carolina General Assembly 

 
24 The student government resolutions are Attachment K. 
25 Ohio Rev. Code § 3345.023 is Attachment L. 
26 A.R.S. §§ 15-1862-64 is Attachment M. 
27 Christian Legal Society Chapter at Arizona State University v. Crow, No. 04-2572 (D. Ariz. Nov. 17, 2004). 
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enacted N.C.G.S.A. §§ 115D-20.1 & 116-40.12. The law prohibits colleges from denying 

recognition to a student organization because it “determine[s] that only persons professing the faith 

or mission of the group, and comporting themselves in conformity with, are qualified to serve as 

leaders of the organization.” N.C.G.S.A. § 116-40.12. The Virginia General Assembly passed 

a similar law in 2013 (Va. Code Ann. § 23-9.2:12), as did the Kentucky Legislature in 2017 (Ky. 

Rev. Stat. Ann. § 164.348 (4)), and the Louisiana State Legislature in 2018 (LSA-R.S. 

17:3399.33).The Iowa Legislature, the Arkansas General Assembly, and the South Dakota 

Legislature passed protections in 2019 (2019 (A.C.A. § 6-60-1006); Iowa Code § 261H.3(3); 

S.D.C.L. § 13-53-52). The North Dakota Legislative Branch and the Montana State Legislature 

passed protections in 2021 (N.D.C.C. § 15-10.4-02(h) and M.C.A. § 20-25-518). In 2022, the 

Indiana General Assembly enacted legislation to protect student groups (I.C. § 21-39-8-11). 
 

D. HB 1305-FN aligns with federal and state nondiscrimination laws that typically 

protect religious organizations’ ability to choose their leadership on the basis of 

religious belief. 
 

No federal or state law, regulation, or court ruling requires a college to adopt a policy that 

prohibits religious groups from having religious criteria for their leaders and members. To the 

contrary, federal and state nondiscrimination laws typically protect religious organizations’ 

ability to choose their leaders on the basis of their religious beliefs. 

 

The leading example, of course, is the federal Title VII, which explicitly provides that 

religious associations’ use of religious criteria in their employment decisions does not violate 

the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and its prohibition on religious discrimination in employment. In 

three separate provisions, Title VII exempts religious associations from its general prohibition 

on religious discrimination in employment. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-1(a) (does not apply to religious 

associations “with respect to the employment of individuals of a particular religion to perform 

work connected with the carrying on” of the associations’ activities); 42 U.S.C.  § 2000e-2(e)(2) 

(educational   institution   may “employ   employees   of   a   particular religion” if it is controlled 

by a religious association or if its curriculum “is directed toward the propagation of a particular 

religion”); 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(e)(1) (any employer may hire on the basis of religion “in 

those certain instances where religion … is a bona fide occupational qualification reasonably 

necessary to the normal operation of that particular business or enterprise.”). 

 
In 1987, the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of Title VII’s exemption against an 

Establishment Clause challenge.28 Concurring in the opinion with Justice Marshall, Justice 

Brennan insisted that “religious organizations have an interest in autonomy in ordering their 

internal affairs, so that they may be free to … select their own leaders, define their own 

doctrines, resolve their own disputes, and run their own institutions.”29
 

 
In 2012, in Hosanna-Tabor Evangelical Lutheran Church and Sch. v. EEOC,30 the Supreme 

Court unanimously rejected the federal government’s argument that federal nondiscrimination laws 

 
28 Corp. of the Presiding Bishop v. Amos, 483 U.S. 327 (1987). 
29 Id. at 342-43 (Brennan, J., concurring). 
30 132 S. Ct. 694 (2012). 
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could be used to trump religious associations’ leadership decisions. The Court acknowledged 

that nondiscrimination laws are “undoubtedly important. But so too is the interest of religious 

groups in choosing who will preach their beliefs, teach their faith, and carry out their mission.”31 In 

their concurrence, Justice Alito and Justice Kagan stressed that “[r]eligious groups are the archetype 

of associations formed for expressive purposes, and their fundamental rights surely include the 

freedom to choose who is qualified to serve as a voice for their faith.”32 

 

E. HB 1305-FN will conserve taxpayers’ dollars by preempting costly lawsuits. 

 
HB 1305-FN will help New Hampshire’s colleges avoid costly litigation for which the 

taxpayers and students foot the bill.33 HB 1305-FN protects colleges from adopting policies 

that are highly problematic. Such policies expose colleges—and state taxpayers—to costly 

lawsuits. As seen in Section C, sometimes the impetus for policies that harm religious groups 

comes from student government rather than university administrators. HB 1305-FN provides 

administrators with a substantive reason for resisting student government’s potential harassment 

of, and discrimination against, religious student associations.  
 

Judge Kenneth Ripple of the Federal Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit has explained 

why misinterpretation of nondiscrimination policies places a particular burden on religious 

groups: 

 

For many groups, the intrusive burden established by this requirement can be 

assuaged partially by defining the group or membership to include those 

who, although they do not share the dominant, immutable characteristic, 

otherwise sympathize with the group's views. Most groups dedicated to 

forwarding the rights of a “protected” group are able to couch their 

membership requirements in terms of shared beliefs, as opposed to shared 

status. 

 
Religious students, however, do not have this luxury—their shared beliefs 

coincide with their shared status. They cannot otherwise define themselves 

and not run afoul of the nondiscrimination policy…. The Catholic Newman 

Center cannot restrict its leadership—those who organize and lead weekly 

worship services—to members in good standing of the Catholic Church 

without violating the policy. Groups whose main purpose is to engage in the 

exercise of religious freedoms do not possess the same means of 

accommodating the heavy hand of the State. 

 
The net result of this selective policy is therefore to marginalize in the life of 

the institution those activities, practices and discourses that are religiously 

 
31 Id. at 710. 
32 Id. at 713 (Alito, J., concurring). 
33 Prof. John D. Inazu, “The Perverse Effects of the ‘All Comers’ Requirement,” Sept. 15, 2014, Library of Law and 

Liberty Blog, available at http://www.libertylawsite.org/2014/09/15/the-perverse-effects-of-the-all-comers- 

requirement/. 

http://www.libertylawsite.org/2014/09/15/the-perverse-effects-of-the-all-comers-requirement/
http://www.libertylawsite.org/2014/09/15/the-perverse-effects-of-the-all-comers-requirement/
http://www.libertylawsite.org/2014/09/15/the-perverse-effects-of-the-all-comers-requirement/
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based. While those who espouse other causes may control their membership 

and come together for mutual support, others, including those exercising one 

of our most fundamental liberties—the right to free exercise of one's 

religion—cannot, at least on equal terms.34
 

 

Conclusion 

 

HB 1305-FN is needed to ensure that religious students continue to be welcome and respected on 

New Hampshire campuses. If university students are taught that the government can dictate to 

religious groups what religious beliefs their leaders may or may not hold, religious freedom will 

be diminished not just for the religious students on campus, but eventually for all residents of New 

Hampshire whose religious freedom will be at risk if their fellow citizens hold such an 

impoverished understanding of this most basic human right.  

 

       Yours truly, 
 

/s/ Steve McFarland 

Director, Center for Law & Religious Freedom 

Christian Legal Society 

(703) 894-1087 

Smcfarland@clsnet.org  

 

 

 

 

 
34 Alpha Delta Chi v. Reed, 648 F.3d 790, 805-806 (9th Cir. 2011) (Ripple, J., concurring) (emphasis added). 
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State Laws Protecting Religious Student Groups on Public College Campuses 

(last updated March 2022) 

Note: This compilation does not replicate the entire statute but only the relevant provision. The 

entire statute can be found at the citation given. 

Ohio—Ohio Rev. Code § 3345.023 – Denial of benefits to religious student group prohibited 

No state institution of higher education shall take any action or enforce any policy that would 

deny a religious student group any benefit available to any other student group based on the 

religious student group’s requirement that its leaders or members adhere to its sincerely held 

religious beliefs or standards of conduct. 

http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/3345.023 

Tennessee—T.C.A. § 49-7-156 – No discrimination or denial or recognition to student 

organization on basis of religious content of organization’s speech – Restricting membership to 

persons professing the faith of the group is allowed 

(a) No state higher education institution that grants recognition to any student organization shall

discriminate against or deny a recognition to a student organization, or deny to a student

organization access to programs, funding, or facilities otherwise available to another student

organization, on the basis of: (1) The religious content of the organization’s speech including,

but not limited to, worship; or (2) The organization’s exercise of its rights pursuant to subsection

(b). (b) A religious student organization may determine that the organization’s religious mission

requires that only persons professing the faith of the group and comporting themselves in

conformity with it qualify to serve as members or leaders. (c) As used in this section, “state

higher education institution” means any higher education institution governed by chapter 8 or 9

of this title.

http://search.mleesmith.com/tca/49-07-0156.html

Idaho—Idaho Code § 33-107D – Campus Access for Religious Students 

No state postsecondary educational institution shall take any action or enforce any policy that 

would deny a religious student group any benefit available to any other student group based on 

the religious student group’s requirement that its leaders adhere to its sincerely held religious 

beliefs or standards of conduct. 

https://legislature.idaho.gov/statutesrules/idstat/title33/t33ch1/sect33-107d/ 

Arizona—A.R.S. § 15-1863 – Student organizations; recognition; rights 

A. A university or community college that grants recognition to any student organization or

group may not discriminate against or deny recognition, equal access or a fair opportunity to any

student organization or group on the basis of the religious, political, philosophical or other

content of the organization’s or group’s speech including worship. B. A religious or political

student organization may determine that order the organization’s internal affairs, selecting the

organization’s leaders and members, defining the organization’s doctrines and resolving the

organization’s disputes are in furtherance of the organization’s religious or political mission and

that only persons committed to that mission should conduct such activities. C. A university or

community college may not deny recognition or any privilege or benefit to a student organization

or group that exercises its rights pursuant to subsection B.

http://www.azleg.gov/viewdocument/?docName=http://www.azleg.gov/ars/15/01863.htm

Virginia—Va. Code. Ann. § 23-9.2:12 – Student organizations; rights and recognitions 

To the extent allowed by state and federal law: 1. A religious or political student organization 

may determine that ordering the organization’s internal affairs, selecting the organization’s 

http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/3345.023
http://search.mleesmith.com/tca/49-07-0156.html
http://www.azleg.gov/viewdocument/?docName=http://www.azleg.gov/ars/15/01863.htm


leaders and members, defining the organization’s doctrines, and resolving the organization’s 

disputes are in furtherance of the organization’s religious or political mission and that only 

persons committed to that mission should conduct such activities. 2. No public institution of 

higher education that has granted recognition of and access to any student organization or group 

shall discriminate against any such student organization or group that exercises its rights pursuant to subdivision 1. 

http://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title23/chapter1/section23-9.2:12/ 

 

Kansas—K.S.A. § 60-5311 – Exercise of religion by religious student associations; definitions 

(a) “Benefit” means the following: (1) Recognition; (2) registration; (3) the use of facilities of the postsecondary 

educational institution for meetings or speaking purposes; (4) the use of channels of communication of the 

postsecondary education institution; and (5) funding sources that are otherwise available to other student 

associations in the postsecondary educational institution; (b) “Postsecondary education institution” shall have the 

same meaning as that term is defined in K.S.A. 74-3201b. and amendments thereto. (c) “Student” means any 

person who is enrolled on a full-time or part-time basis in a postsecondary educational institution. (d) 

“Religious student association” means an association of students organized around shared 

religious beliefs. 

http://www.ksrevisor.org/statutes/chapters/ch60/060_053_0011.html 

 

K.S.A. § 60-5312 – Same; prohibition on certain actions by postsecondary educational 

institutions 

No postsecondary educational institution may take any action or enforce any policy that would 

deny a religious student association any benefit available to any other student association, or 

discriminate against a religious student association with respect to such benefit, based on such 

association’s requirement that the leaders or members of such association: (a) Adhere to the 

association’s sincerely held religious beliefs; (b) comply with the association’s sincerely held 

religious beliefs; (c) comply with the association’s sincere religious standards of conduct; or (d) 

be committed to furthering the association’s religious missions, as such religious beliefs, 

observance requirements, standards of conduct or missions are defined by the religious student 

association, or the religion on which the association is based. 

http://www.ksrevisor.org/statutes/chapters/ch60/060_053_0012.html 

 

K.S.A. § 60-5313 – Same; cause of action 

Any student or religious student association aggrieved by a violation of K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 

60-5312. and amendments thereto, may bring a cause of action against the postsecondary 

educational institution for such violation and seek appropriate relief, including but not limited to, 

monetary damages. Any student or religious student association aggrieved by a violation of 

K.S.A. 2016 Supp. 60-5312. and amendments thereto, also may assert such violation as a defense 

or counterclaim in any civil or administrative proceedings brought against such student or 

religious student association. 

http://www.ksrevisor.org/statutes/chapters/ch60/060_053_0013.html 

 

Oklahoma—Okl. St. Ann. § 70-2119.1 – Protection for Religious student associations 

(A) No public institution of higher education may take any action or enforce any policy that 

would deny a religious student association any benefit available to any other student association, 

or discriminate against a religious student association with respect to such benefit, based on that 

association’s requirement that its leaders or members: (1) Adhere to the association’s sincerely 

held religious beliefs; (2) Comply with the association’s sincere religious observance 

requirements; (3) Comply with the association’s sincere religious standards of conduct; or (4) Be 

committed to furthering the association’s religious missions, as such religious beliefs, observance requirements, 

standards of conduct or missions are defined by the religious student association, or the religion upon which the 

assertion is based. (B) The legal standard provided in subsection B of Section 3 of this act shall not apply to this 

http://www.ksrevisor.org/statutes/chapters/ch60/060_053_0011.html


section. 

http://law.justia.com/codes/oklahoma/2014/title-70/section-70-2119.1/ 

 

North Carolina—N.C.G.S.A. § 115D-20.2 – Student organizations; rights and recognition 

(a) No community college that grants recognition to any student organization shall deny 

recognition to a student organization or deny to a student organization access to programs, 

funding, facilities, or other privileges associated with official recognition otherwise available to 

another student organization, on the basis of the organization’s exercise of its rights pursuant to 

subsection (b) of this section. (b) To the extent allowed by State and federal law, a religious or 

political student organization may, in conformity with organization’s established written 

doctrines expressing the organization’s faith or mission, (i) determine that only persons 

professing the faith or mission of the group, and comporting themselves in conformity with, are 

qualified to serve as leaders of that organization; (ii) order its internal affairs according to the 

established written doctrines, and (iii) resolve the organization’s disputes according to the 

established written doctrines. 

http://www.ncleg.net/EnactedLegislation/Statutes/PDF/BySection/Chapter_115D/ 

GS_115D-20.2.pdf 

 

N.C.G.S.A. § 116-40.12 – Student organizations; rights and recognition 

(a) No constituent institution that grants recognition to any student organization shall deny 

recognition to a student organization or deny to a student organization access to programs, 

funding, facilities, or other privileges associated with official recognition otherwise available to 

another student organization, on the basis of the organization’s exercise of its rights pursuant to 

subsection (b) of this section. (b) To the extent allowed by State and federal law, a religious or 

political student organization may, in conformity with organization’s established written 

doctrines expressing the organization’s faith or mission, (i) determine that only persons 

professing the faith or mission of the group, and comporting themselves in conformity with, are 

qualified to serve as leaders of that organization; (ii) order its internal affairs according to the 

established written doctrines, and (iii) resolve the organization’s disputes according to the 

established written doctrines. 

http://www.ncleg.net/EnactedLegislation/Statutes/PDF/BySection/Chapter_116/GS_116- 

40.12.pdf 

 

Kentucky—Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 164.348 (2)(h) 

No recognized religious or political student organization is hindered or discriminated against in 

the ordering of its internal affairs, selection of leaders and members, defining of doctrines and 

principles, and resolving of organizational disputes in the furtherance of its mission, or in its 

determination that only persons committed to its mission should conduct such activities. https:// 

apps.legislature.ky.gov/law/statutes/statute.aspx?id=49294 

 

Louisiana—LSA-R.S. § 17:3399.33 

No public postsecondary education institution shall deny a belief-based student organization any 

benefit or privilege available to any other student organization, or otherwise discriminate against 

a belief-based organization, based on the expression of the organization, including any 

requirement that the leaders or members of the organization: 1) Affirm and adhere to the 

organization’s sincerely held beliefs; 2) Comply with the organization’s standards of conduct; 

and 3) Further the organization’s mission or purpose, as defined by the organization. 

https://legis.la.gov/Legis/Law.aspx?d=1108429 

 

Arkansas—A.C.A. § 6-60-1006. Freedom of association – Nondiscrimination against students 

and student organizations 

http://law.justia.com/codes/oklahoma/2014/title-70/section-70-2119.1/


A state-supported institution of higher education shall not deny a student organization any 

benefit or privilege available to any other student organization or otherwise discriminate against 

an organization based on the expression of the organization, including any requirement that the 

leaders or members of an organization: (1) Affirm and adhere to the organization’s sincerely held 

beliefs or statement of principles; (2) Comply with the organization’s standards of conduct; and 

(3) Further the organization’s mission or purpose, as defined by the student organization. 

 

Iowa—Iowa Code § 261H.3(3) 

A public institution of higher education shall not deny benefits or privileges available to student 

organizations based on the viewpoint of a student organization or the expression of the viewpoint 

of a student organization by the student organization or its members protected by the first 

amendment to the Constitution of the United States. In addition, a public institution of higher 

education shall not deny any benefit or privilege to a student organization based on the student 

organization’s requirement that the leaders of the student organization agree to and support the 

student organization’s beliefs, as those beliefs are interpreted and applied by the organization, 

and to further the student organization’s mission. 

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/code/2020/261H.pdf 

 

South Dakota—South Dakota § 13-53-52 

A public institution of higher education, its faculty, administrators, and other employees, may 

not discriminate against any student or student organization based on the content or viewpoint 

of their expressive activity. Funds allocated to student organizations shall be distributed in a 

nondiscriminatory manner in accordance with applicable state and federal authority. Access to, 

and use of, facilities at a public institution of higher education shall be equally available to all 

student organizations, regardless of the ideological, political, or religious beliefs of the 

organization. An institution may not prohibit an ideological, political, or religious student 

organization from requiring that its leaders or members of the organization affirm and adhere to 

the organization's sincerely held beliefs, comply with the organization's standards of conduct, or 

further the organization's mission or purpose, as defined by the organization. 

https://sdlegislature.gov/Statutes/Codified_Laws/DisplayStatute.aspx? 

-T5y3p-e5=2Statute&Statute=13 

 

Alabama— § 16-68-3(a)(8) (signed into law June 7, 2019) 

§ 3(a)(8): That the public institution of higher education shall support free association and shall 

not deny a student organization any benefit or privilege available to any other student 

organization or otherwise discriminate against an organization based on the expression of the 

organization, including any requirement of the organization that the leaders or members of the 

organization affirm and adhere to an organization's sincerely held beliefs or statement of 

principles, comply with the organization's standard of conduct, or further the organization's 

mission or purpose, as defined by the student organization. 

http://alisondb.legislature.state.al.us/ALISON/SearchableInstruments/2019RS/PrintFiles/ 

HB498-enr.pdf 

 

Montana—HB 349 (signed into law April 15, 2021; eventually Montana Code Title 20, 

Chapter 25, Part 5) 

Section 1. Discrimination against student organizations prohibited. 

(1) A public postsecondary institution may not deny a religious, political, or ideological student 

organization a benefit or privilege available to other student organizations or otherwise 

discriminate against a student organization based on the student organization's expressive 

activity, including any requirement of the student organization that a leader or member: 

   (a) affirm and adhere to the student organization's sincerely held beliefs; 



   (b) comply with the student organization's standards of conduct; or 

   (c) further the student organization's mission or purpose, as defined by the student  

         organization. 

(2) As used in [section 2] and this section, the following definitions apply: 

   (a) “Benefit or privilege” means any type of advantage, including but not limited to: 

      (i) recognition; 

      (ii) registration; 

      (iii) the use of facilities of the public postsecondary institution for meetings or speaking 

             purposes; 

      (iv) the use of channels of communication; and 

      (v) funding sources that are otherwise available to other student organizations at the public 

            postsecondary institution. 

   (b) “Public postsecondary institution” means: 

      (i) a unit of the Montana university system as defined in 20–25–201; or 

      (ii) a Montana community college, defined and organized as provided in 20–15–101. 

   (c) “Student organization” means an officially recognized group or a group seeking official 

         recognition at a public postsecondary institution that is comprised of students who receive    

         or are seeking to receive a benefit through the public postsecondary institution. 

https://leg.mt.gov/bills/2021/billpdf/HB0349.pdf 

 

North Dakota—N.D. Code § 15-10.4-02(h) (signed into law April 19, 2021) 

(h) An institution may not discriminate against a student organization with respect to a benefit 

available to any other student organization based on a requirement of the organization that 

leaders or voting members of the organization: (1) Adhere to the organization's viewpoints or 

sincerely held beliefs; or (2) Be committed to furthering the organization's beliefs or religious 

missions. 

https://www.legis.nd.gov/assembly/67-2021/documents/21-0929-04000.pdf 

 

Indiana—House Enrolled Act No. 1190; IC 21-39-8-1 et seq (signed in law March 15, 2022) 

Chapter 8. Speech and Expression on Campus 

Sec. 1. As used in this chapter, "benefit" means any of the following: 

(1) Recognition by a state educational institution. 

(2) Registration by a state educational institution. 

(3) The use of a state educational institution facility for a meeting or speaking purposes. 

(4) The use of communication channels. 

(5) Funding sources that are otherwise available to other student organizations at the state 

educational institution. 

Sec. 8. As used in this chapter, "student organization" means a group that is: 

(1) officially recognized, or seeking official recognition, by a state educational institution; and 

(2) comprised of students that receive, or are seeking to receive, benefits from the state 

educational institution. 

Sec. 11. (a) A state educational institution may not: 

(1) deny any benefit or privilege that is available to any student organization to; or 

(2) discriminate against a religious, political, or ideological student organization on the basis of 

protected expressive activity of the student organization. 

   (b) A state educational institution may not deny a benefit to or discriminate against a religious, 

         political, or ideological student organization based on protected expressive activity or a 

         requirement of the student organization, including a requirement that a leader or member of      

         a student organization do any of the following: 

      (1) Affirm or adhere to the sincerely held beliefs of the student organization. 

      (2) Comply with a standard of conduct of the student organization. 



      (3) Further the mission or purpose of the student organization. 

https://iga.in.gov/legislative/laws/2022/ic/titles/021#21-39-8  
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ATTACHMENT A 



ATTACHMENT C/UT 
Student Activities • Office of the Dean of Students • Division of Student Affairs • The University of Texas at Austin • Student Services Building, 4.400 • 512-471-3065 • deanofstudents.utexas.edu/sa/ 

 

New Student Organization 
Registration Application 

 

Submit completed forms to Student Activities, along with required $10 non-refundable fee. 

 
A student organization that wishes to use university facilities must be registered with Student Activities. A group of three (3) or more 

enrolled students is eligible under the university’s Institutional Rules, Section 6-202, if: 

1) its membership is limited to enrolled students, staff and faculty of The University of Texas at Austin; 

2) it does not deny membership on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, gender, age, disability, citizenship, veteran 

status, sexual orientation, gender identity or gender expression, except that a) an organization created primarily for religious 

purposes may restrict the right to vote or hold office to persons who subscribe to the organization’s statement of faith; and b) 

an organization may restrict membership based on the provisions of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972; 

3) it is not under disciplinary penalty prohibiting registration; and 

4) it conducts its affairs in accordance with the Regents’ Rules and Regulations, university regulations and administrative rules. 

Please Note: If the registered student organization is approved, the following information (1–6) will be posted on the Student 

Activities Web site. 

 

 
1. Name of proposed registered student organization     

 

2. Type of organization: 

(Check one only) 

 
 
 

 
3. State the registered student organization’s official purpose    

 

 

 

 

 
4. Indicate any membership requirements* beyond those stated in the Institutional Rules above    

 

 

 

* Does your registered student organization intend to limit membership to a single gender? q Yes q No 

  For Office Use Only  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 

 
 

 
Receipt Number     

 
Staff Signature  Date     

A
u

gu
st 20

11
 

q Political q Educational/Departmental q Honorary 

q Student Governanace 

q Recreational 

q 
q 

Professional 

Religious 

q 
q 

Social 

Service 

q International/Cultural q Special Interest   

 



 

 
ORGANIZATIONS POLICY 

1. General Statement of Purpose 

The University recognizes: 

University  Policies ATTACHMENT C/UH 

disclaimer required of all student organizations. 

e. Having ascertained that the group’s purpose is law- ful 

and within university  regulations  and  that the  group 

has filed the required forms and disclaimers, the 
1. the importance of organized student activities as an 

integral part of the total educational program of the 

University; 

2. that college learning experiences are enriched by student 

organizational activity; and 

3. that organizations provide a framework for students 

within which they may develop their own special talents 

and interests. 

Inherent in the relationship between the University and 

organized student groups is the understanding that the pur- 

poses and activities of such groups should be consistent with 

the main objectives of the University. 

All student organizations must register annually with the 

Department of Campus Activities and must then comply  with 

the procedures and policies regarding registration as set forth. 

The Dean of Students Office recognizes the role of Greek 

Coordinating Councils in establishing and upholding policies 

for member groups. However,  membership in said  councils 

does not exempt fraternities and sororities from judicial refer- 

rals to the Dean of Students Office for violations of Student 

Life Policies, including Organizations Policies. 

The University Hearing Board, with the approval of the 

Dean of Students, delegates to Greek coordinating councils 

general supervision over those chapters of social sororities 

and fraternities which choose to be members of these coun- 

cils. 

The term “general supervision” shall include all the duties, 

powers and responsibilities exercised by  the  Greek  coordinat- 

ing council prior to the adoption of this policy, with  the  provi- 

sion that membership in the Greek coordinating councils is 

optional with the local chapter. 

It is understood that the Greek coordinating councils and 

their member groups will operate under the provisions of the 

Student Life Policies, including the Organizations Policy. 

2. Procedure for Registration of New Organizations 

2.1 Permanent Organizations 

a. The group will file its name, statement of purpose, con- 

stitution or statement regarding its method of operation, 

faculty/staff advisor (if applicable), and the names of 

its officers or contact persons with the Department of 

Campus Activities. 

b. In cases where a potential faculty/staff advisor  is 

unknown to the group, the Campus Activities staff will 

assist in identifying a university faculty or staff member 

who may wish to serve as an advisor. Organizations are 

encouraged to have a faculty/staff advisor. 

c. Should the group not have elected its officers or com- 

pleted other work connected with  its  formation at  the 

time they initially see the Campus Activities staff, the 

Campus Activities staff shall  make  arrangements  for 

them to use university facilities for organizational pur- 

poses on a meeting-to-meeting basis until the organiza- 

tional process is completed and the required information 

can be filed. 

d. At the time of filing, three officers or contact persons for 

the organization will sign  a  statement  indicating that 

they are familiar with and will abide by the aforemen- 

tioned responsibilities  of student  organizations. They 

will also sign the standard hazing and discrimination 

Director of Campus Activities, or designate, will sign the 

application. Appropriate university personnel are noti- 

fied by Campus Activities that the group is then eligible 

for all of the rights of student organizations. 

f. Should the staff  feel  that the  organization does  not 

meet the requirements for  registration, a  written  copy 

of the decision and reasons will be furnished to the 

applying organization. The group may appeal the deci- 

sion to the Dean of Students. 

g. The  Campus Activities staff  shall  make  arrangements 

for the group to use university facilities on a meeting- to- 

meeting basis until the appeals process is completed. 

h. Decisions of the University Hearing Board may be 

appealed to the Dean of Students. 

2.2 Registration for a Limited Purpose: Temporary Status In 

some cases, groups will organize with some short-term (one 

which can be accomplished in less than one academic year) 

goal in mind such  as  the  passage of some  particular piece 

of legislation or the holding of some particular event. The 

organization’s structure will expire  on the  date  indi- cated 

on the registration form. Requests for  extension of 

Temporary Status may be made to the Director of Campus 

Activities. 

2.3 Membership Regulations 

a. Registered student organizations have freedom of 

choice in the selection of members, provided that 

there is no discrimination on the basis of race, color, 

religion, national origin, sex, age, disability, veteran 

status, or sexual orientation. 

b. Membership in registered  student  organizations 

is restricted to currently enrolled University of 

Houston students, faculty, staff and alumni. 

c. Hazing-type activities of any kind are prohibited. 

2.4 Officers Regulations 

a. Student organizations are free to set qualifications and 

procedures for election and holding office, with the fol- 

lowing provisions: 

1. All officers must be regular members of the organi- 

zation. 

2. There is no discrimination on the basis of race, 

color, religion, national origin, sex, age, disability, 

veteran status, or sexual orientation except where 

such discrimination is allowed by law. 

3. Religious student organizations may  limit  officers 

to those members who subscribe to the religious 

tenets of the organization where the organization’s 

activities center on a set of core beliefs. 

b. Persons not currently enrolled at the University of 

Houston may not hold office or direct organizational 

activities. 

2.5 Records 

All registered student organizations must maintain the 

following records in the Campus Activities Office: 

a. An organizational information form listing the current 

officers and faculty/staff advisor (if appli- cable) is 

due at the beginning of each school year. Any 

changes during the year, other than member- ship, are 

to be recorded within 10 days with the Department of 

Campus Activities. 
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A student organization whose primary purpose is religious will not be denied registration 

as a Registered Student Organization on the ground that it limits membership or 

ATTACHMENT C/UF 
 

 

 

 

 

 

University of Florida’s Policy 

(https://www.union.ufl.edu/involvement/index.asp) 
 

Student Organization Registration Policy Update 

The University of Florida has modified its policies relating to the registration of religious 

student groups as Registered Student Organizations (RSOs). The modification was made 

to accommodate any student group whose religious mission requires its membership to 

share the organization's religious beliefs, while at the same time continuing to protect the 

University's nondiscriminatory educational program. 

 

More than 760 student organizations covering a wide variety of interests are registered at 

the University. UF has always welcomed registration of religious organizations. More 

than 60 religious student organizations, of which about 48 are Christian, are registered as 

RSOs at UF. 

 

The University considers participation in registered student organizations to be an 

important educational opportunity for all of our students. The University applies its 

nondiscrimination in membership policy to registered student organizations to ensure that 

these important learning opportunities are not denied to any student due to discrimination 

based on race, sex, religion or certain other prohibited bases. 

 

A small number of religious student groups have expressed a religious need to ensure that 

all of their members share the religious beliefs of the organization. 

 

To the greatest extent possible-while fulfilling our nondiscriminatory educational mission 

and complying with the law-the University wants to be sure that a full range of religious 

student organizations feel just as free to register as any other type of student organization. 

This ensures that all of our students will find meaningful educational opportunities to 

participate in registered student organizations. 

 

As we are committed to serving all of our students well, the University has carefully 

considered how to address the concerns expressed by some religious student groups and 

individuals without compromising our educational program. After doing so, the 

University has made the decision to modify its nondiscrimination policy as follows: 

 

"Student organizations that wish to register with the Center for Student Activities and 

Involvement (CSAI) must agree that they will not discriminate on the basis of race, creed, 

color, religion, age, disability, sex, sexual orientation, marital status, national origin, 

political opinions or affiliations, or veteran status as protected under the Vietnam Era 

Veterans' Readjustment Assistance Act. 
 

http://www.union.ufl.edu/involvement/index.asp)


 
 

This modification of the University's registration policy recognizes a meaningful 

distinction between sincerely held current religious beliefs (which may be considered in 

selecting members or leaders of religious RSOs)-and religious or other status (e.g., 

religion of birth or historical affiliation). The modification takes effect immediately and 

is now reflected in the CSAl's Handbook of Student Activities as well as its registration 

and constitution guidelines and Web site. A letter has been sent to each religious student 

group that has recently sought and not received registration to ensure that it is aware of 

the modification and to invite its registration. 
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leadership positions to students who share the religious beliefs of the organization. The 

University has determined that this accommodation of religious belief does not violate its 

nondiscrimination policy." 
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University of Minnesota’s “Constitution and By-Laws Instructions” in Student Groups 

Official Handbook, available at http://sua.umn.edu/groups/handbook/constitution.php 

(last visited December 7, 2012) 

 

3. University of Minnesota Policy: Student groups must comply with all University 

policies and procedures, as well as local, state, and federal laws and regulations. This 

includes, but is not limited to, the Board of Regents Policy on Diversity, Equal 

Opportunity and Affirmative Action as they relate to group membership and access to 

programs. Religious student groups may require their voting membership and officers to 

adhere to the group's statement of faith and its rules of conduct. Your constitution needs 

to include a statement about your group's responsibility to operate in accordance with 

these policies. 

http://sua.umn.edu/groups/handbook/constitution.php
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Frequently Asked Questions about SGSOs and Indiana University’s Non-Discrimination Policy: 
[prepared by Indiana University administration, August 2015, available at http://policies.iu.edu/docs/academic-policy- 
docs/student-orgs-faqs.pdf] 

 

a. What are the benefits of registering with the University as a Self-Governed Student Organization (SGSO)? 

The benefits of registering an organization as an SGSO include: 

• being able to reserve space on campus and often for free; 

• applying for a Student Organization Account; 

• applying for funding; 

• applying for office space in the IMU; 

• using the “SGSO at IU” trademark; 

• reserving a table for the Student Involvement Fair. 
 

b. Can student groups who elect not to register as SGSOs still meet on campus? 
Yes, but they will not receive the benefits of being an SGSO. Non-registered groups of students are welcome to 
assemble and associate in areas of the campus that are open to them as students of Indiana University. Furthermore, 
they are welcome to reserve campus space for their events under the same terms and conditions as other third-party 
groups. 

 
c. What non-discrimination requirements does the University have in place for SGSOs? 

The University requires all SGSOs to accept “all comers.” SGSOs cannot reject students seeking to participate in, 
become members of, or serve as leaders of the organization because of their age, color, disability, ethnicity, gender, 
marital status, national origin, race, religion, sexual orientation, or veteran status. The University requires each 
SGSO to include the University’s non-discrimination statement in its SGSO constitution. 

 
d. May an SGSO establish eligibility requirements for membership or leadership positions that are not tied to an 

individual being a member of a protected class? 
Yes. SGSOs may impose eligibility requirements for membership and service in leadership positions as long as the 
requirements are not based on a student belonging to any of the protected classes listed above. Examples of 
acceptable requirements include: 

• requiring members to pay dues; 

• requiring members to attend group meetings consistently; 

• establishing that leadership positions within the group are open only to those members who have been in 
good standing with the group for a certain period of time; 

• honor societies establishing a minimum GPA threshold. 
 

e. Are single-sex fraternities and sororities allowed under the University’s non-discrimination statement? 
Yes. The University abides by Title IX of the Education Amendments Act of 1972, which recognizes that 
differentiated treatment based on sex for purposes of membership in a social fraternity or sorority is not unlawful. 
An organization in this category may remove “gender” from the non-discrimination statement in its SGSO 
constitution. 

 

f. May SGSOs require students seeking to serve in leadership positions to be members of a particular religion? 
No. As mentioned above, eligibility for leadership in the SGSO cannot be based on any categories that are included 
in the University’s non-discrimination statement. The requirement is that all students be eligible to join the SGSO 
and seek leadership positions within it. However, the SGSO is not required to elect or appoint any particular 
leadership candidate and may establish a process for electing or appointing leaders that does not exclude candidates 
based on their membership in a protected class. For example, a chapter of a religious student alliance would not be 
permitted to forbid someone of a different religion, or someone non-religious, from running for a leadership 
position within the SGSO. 

 
g. What are the consequences of an SGSO failing to comply with the University’s non-discrimination statement? 

If, after registering, an SGSO fails to comply with the statement by excluding a student due to his or her 
membership in one of the protected classes listed above, a complaint may be made under the IU Student Code of 
Rights, Responsibilities and Conduct and the campus judicial process for student organizations. If sanctions result 
from that process, they may include the SGSO losing SGSO status. 

http://policies.iu.edu/docs/academic-policy-
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California State University 

Northridge    
Office of Student Involvement & Development 

 

January 20, 2015 

Cinnamon M cCellen 

Rejoyce in Jesus Campus Fellowship 

Cc: Vicki Allen, Advisor 

Dear Cinnamon: 

 
This correspondence is to inform you that effective immediately, your student organization, Rejoyce in Jesus 

Campus Fellowship, will no longer be recognized by California State University, Northridge. 

 
Withdrawing or withholding of official recognition can occur when an organization has failed to meet the 

standards required for official recognition in a given year. The Rejoyce in Jesus Campus Fellowship organization 

will no longer be recognized given failure to submit an organizational constitution that is in compliance with non 

discrimination and open membership requirements as outlined in California State University Executive Order 1068. 

 
In withdrawing University recognition, your organization is no longer afforded the privileges of University 

recognition Clubs and Organizations. Those include: 

 
• Recruiting California State University, Northridge students through official campus recruitment programs 

(such as Meet the Clubs, Matafest, AS Fair, etc.). 

• Utilizing the university name as a designation for your organization. 

• Have a university issued email account and or website. If your club or organization has a current email or 

website, a request to suspend your email and website will be sent to the University's IT department  and 

will be deactivated within a week. 

• Eligibility for Associated Students, Inc. (A.S.) funding and utilization of AS financial and marketing 

resources and services. 

• Eligibility for University Student Union (USU) facility use at a discounted rate. Only University recognized 

clubs or organizations are eligible for the discounted rates and fee waivers on room reservations in the 

USU. Groups of students not recognized by the university who reserve rooms through USU Reservations 

and Events Services will be charged the off-campus rate and will not be eligible to receive two free 

meetings per week in USU rooms. Rate information can be found at the following website : 

www.csun.edu/usu. 

• Eligibility for USU co-sponsorship support. Any organization applying for co-sponsorship must be a 

University recognized club or organization, auxil iary or university department. Therefore, any group of 

students not officially recognized by the University would not be eligible to receive any USU Co 

Sponsorship funding including, but not limited to, funding for costs of room reservations, event 

production costs, performer fees, food, or Performance Hall usage. 

• Ability to have a mailbox and receive mail at the University. If you currently have a mailbox at the MIC it 

will be closed (all current contents , if any, will be kept for you by the Club and Organization Advisor. 

 
 

 
This loss of University recognition is effective immediately and notification has been sent to both the Associated 

Students and the University Student Union. 

 
 
 
 

18111 Nordhoff Street . Northridge . California 91330·8261 . (818) 677-2393 . fax (818) 677-4596 . e-mail patrick.bai/ey@csun.edu 

The California State Univcrs ilr . Bakersfield . Channe l Islands . Chico. Dominguez Hills . Fresno . Fulle rton . East Bay . Humbo ldt . Long Beach . l.os Ang eles . 

Maritime Academy . Monterey Bay . Northridge . Pomona . Sac ramento . San Bernardino . San Diego . San Francisco . San Jose . San Luis Obispo . San Marcos . Sonoma . Stanislaus 

http://www.csun.edu/usu
mailto:patrick.bai/ey@csun.edu


 

 
If your organization determines that it would again like to be officially recognized by the University, please contact 

the Matador Involvement Center (MIC} located on the first floor of the USU to discuss how your organization can 

come into compliance with non-discrimination and open membership guidelines as outlined in E01068. Assistant 

Director Vicki Allen or Activities Coordinator Jennifer Villarreal are both available to assist you and can be reached 

at 818-677-5111 or via email at micleadership@csun.edu. 

 
If you have any questions or additional concerns please contact me at 818.677.2393 or via email at 

p.atr/4iley@csun.edu 

Sm ereJ/, 

 

 

Student Involvement and Development 

niversity, Northridge 

 
CC: Associated Students 

University Student Union 

Matador Involvement Center 

University Advisor for Rejoyce in Jesus Campus Fellowship 

mailto:micleadership@csun.edu
mailto:p.atr/4iley@csun.edu
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: [redacted] 

Date: Tue, Aug 9, 2011 at 10:40 PM 

Subject: RE: Christian Legal Society status 

To: [redacted] 

Cc: [redacted] 

Dear [redacted], 

Thank you for submitting your new Constitution for the Christian Legal Society. In reviewing it, there are some 

parts of it that are in violation of Vanderbilt University’s policies regarding student organizations; they will need to 

be addressed before the Office of Religious Life can endorse CLS’s approval. 

Article III states that, “All officers of this Chapter must subscribe to the Christian Legal Society Statement of Faith.” 

Vanderbilt’s policies do not allow any student organization to preclude someone from a leadership position based 

on religious belief. Only performance-based criteria may be used. This section will need to be rewritten reflecting 

this policy. 

The last paragraph of Section 5.2 states that “Each officer is expected to lead Bible studies, prayer and worship at 

Chapter meetings as tasked by the President.” This would seem to indicate that officers are expected to hold 

certain beliefs. Again, Vanderbilt policies do not allow this expectation/qualification for officers. 

Section 9.1 regarding Amendments to the Constitution should include language stating that any amendment must 

also be in keeping with Vanderbilt University’s policies on student organizations and must be approved by the 

University before taking effect. 

Please make these few changes and submit a copy of the amended Constitution to me so we can proceed with the 

approval process. 

Also, we do not have in hand a copy of the revised Officer and Advisor Affirmation Form, as requested in the initial 

deferral. Specifically, we need a clean document without the handwritten text that seems to be an exclusionary 

clause advocating for partial exemption from the University’s non-discrimination policy. Please forward us a copy 

of this as well. 

Thank you. Please let me know of any questions you may have. 

Best, 

[redacted] 

[redacted] 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: vanderbiltcollegiatelink 

<noreply@collegiatelink.net<mailto:noreply@collegiatelink.net><mailto:noreply@collegiatelink.net<mailto:noreply 

@collegiatelink.net>>> 

Date: Tue, Apr 17, 2012 at 11:53 AM 

Subject: Registration Status Update: [redacted name of Christian student group] 

To: [redacted name of student] 

 
The registration application that you submitted on behalf of [redacted name of Christian student group] 

<https://vanderbilt.collegiatelink.net/organization/[redacted]> has not been approved and may require further action 

on your part. Please see the reviewer's comments below or access your submission 

now<https://vanderbilt.collegiatelink.net/organization/[redacted]/register/Review/650475>. 

 
Thank you for submitting your registration application. Vanderbilt appreciates the value of its student organizations. 

Your submission was incomplete or requires changes, thus we are not able to approve your application at this time. 

Please re-submit your application including the following items or changes: - Please change the following statement 

in your constitution: 

"Article IV. OFFICERS 

Officers will be Vanderbilt students selected from among active participants in [redacted name of Christian student 

group]. Criteria for officer selection will include level and quality of past involvement, personal commitment to Jesus 

Christ, commitment to the organization, and demonstrated leadership ability." 

 

CHANGE TO: 

Officers will be Vanderbilt students selected from among active participants in [redacted name of Christian student 

group]. Criteria for officer selection will include level and quality of past involvement, commitment to the 

organization, and demonstrated leadership ability. 

 
We are committed to a timely review of every complete application received and to letting you know the status of 

your application as soon as possible. 

mailto:noreply@collegiatelink.net
mailto:noreply@collegiatelink.net
mailto:noreply@collegiatelink.net
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Christianity Today, August, 2014
HIGHER EDUCATION | CT MAGAZINE

The Wrong Kind of Christian

I thought a winsome faith would win Christians a place at Vanderbilt’s table. I was wrong.
TISH HARRISON WARREN / POSTED AUGUST 27, 2014

I thought I was an acceptable kind of
evangelical.

I'm not a fundamentalist. My friends and I
enjoy art, alcohol, and cultural engagement. 
We avoid spiritual clichés and buzzwords. We
value authenticity, study, racial
reconciliation, and social and environmental
justice.

Being a Christian made me somewhat weird
in my urban, progressive context, but despite some clear differences, I held a lot in common with unbelieving
friends. We could disagree about truth, spirituality, and morality, and remain on the best of terms. The
failures of the church often made me more uncomfortable than those in the broader culture.

Then, two years ago, the student organization I worked for at Vanderbilt University got kicked off campus for
being the wrong kind of Christians.

In May 2011, Vanderbilt's director of religious life told me that the group I'd helped lead for two years,
Graduate Christian Fellowship—a chapter of InterVarsity Christian Fellowship—was on probation. We had to
drop the requirement that student leaders affirm our doctrinal and purpose statement, or we would lose our
status as a registered student organization.

I met with him to understand the change. During the previous school year, a Christian fraternity had expelled
several students for violating their behavior policy. One student said he was ousted because he is gay.
Vanderbilt responded by forbidding any belief standards for those wanting to join or lead any campus group.
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In writing, the new policy refers only to constitutionally protected classes (race, religion, sexual identity, and
so on), but Vanderbilt publicly adopted an "all comers policy," which meant that no student could be excluded
from a leadership post on ideological grounds. College Republicans must allow Democrats to seek office; the
environmental group had to welcome climate-change skeptics; and a leader of a religious group could not be
dismissed if she renounced faith midyear. (The administration granted an exception to sororities and
fraternities.)

Like most campus groups, InterVarsity welcomes anyone as a member. But it asks key student leaders—the
executive council and small group leaders—to affirm its doctrinal statement, which outlines broad Christian
orthodoxy and does not mention sexual conduct specifically. But the university saw belief statements
themselves as suspect. Any belief—particularly those about the authority of Scripture or the church—could
potentially constrain sexual activity or identity. So what began as a concern about sexuality and pluralism
quickly became a conversation about whether robustly religious communities would be allowed on campus.

In effect, the new policy privileged certain belief groups and forbade all others. Religious organizations were
welcome as long as they were malleable: as long as their leaders didn't need to profess anything in particular;
as long as they could be governed by sheer democracy and adjust to popular mores or trends; as long as they
didn't prioritize theological stability. Creedal statements were allowed, but as an accessory, a historic
document, or a suggested guideline. They could not have binding authority to shape or govern the teaching
and practices of a campus religious community.

At first I thought this was all a misunderstanding that could be sorted out between reasonable parties. If I
could explain to the administration that doctrinal statements are an important part of religious expression—
an ancient, enduring practice that would be a given for respected thinkers like Thomas Aquinas—then surely
they'd see that creedal communities are intellectually valid and permissible. If we could show that we weren't
homophobic culture warriors but friendly, thoughtful evangelicals committed to a diverse, flourishing
campus, then the administration and religious groups could find common ground.

When I met with the assistant dean of students, she welcomed me warmly and seemed surprised that my
group would be affected by the new policy. I told her I was a woman in the ordination process, that my
husband was a PhD candidate in Vanderbilt's religion department, and that we loved the university. There was
an air of hope that we could work things out.

Line in the Sand

But as I met with other administrators, the tone began to change. The word discrimination began to be used—a
lot—specifically in regard to creedal requirements. It was lobbed like a grenade to end all argument.
Administrators compared Christian students to 1960s segregationists. I once mustered courage to ask them if
they truly thought it was fair to equate racial prejudice with asking Bible study leaders to affirm the
Resurrection. The vice chancellor replied, "Creedal discrimination is still discrimination."

Feeling battered, I talked with my InterVarsity supervisor. He responded with a wry smile, "But we're
moderates!" We thought we were nuanced and reasonable. The university seemed to think of us as a threat.
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We liked being in

pluralistic settings,

mining for truth in

Nietzsche and St.

Benedict alike. But if

Christian orthodoxy

was anathema in a

purportedly broad-

minded university,

where did that leave

us?

For me, it was revolutionary, a reorientation of my place in the university and in culture.

I began to realize that inside the church, the territory between Augustine of Hippo and Jerry Falwell seems

vast, and miles lie between Ron Sider and Pat Robertson. But in the eyes of the university (and much of the
press), subscribers to broad Christian orthodoxy occupy the same square foot of cultural space.

The line between good and evil was drawn by two issues: creedal belief and sexual expression. If religious
groups required set truths or limited sexual autonomy, they were bad—not just wrong but evil, narrow-
minded, and too dangerous to be tolerated on campus.

It didn't matter to them if we were politically or racially diverse, if we cared about the environment or built
Habitat homes. It didn't matter if our students were top in their fields and some of the kindest, most
thoughtful, most compassionate leaders on campus. There was a line in the sand, and we fell on the wrong side
of it.

My husband and I love the idea of the university, a place of libraries and
lawns, a space set aside to grapple with the most vital questions of
truth, where many different voices gather to engage in respectful
conversation. Both of us had invested considerable time and money
into pursuing advanced degrees. He was preparing to be a professor.

We liked being in pluralistic settings, mining for truth in Nietzsche and
St. Benedict alike. But if Christian orthodoxy was anathema in this
purportedly broad-minded university, where did that leave us? What
did that mean for our place in the world and how we interacted with
culture?

And what did that mean for all the PhD candidates in my student group
who were preparing for a life of service in the secular university? Did
we need to take a slightly more Amish route of cultural engagement?

And what did all this mean for the university?

Facing an Impasse

A culture of fear seemed to be growing on campus. There were power plays and spin. A group of professors
penned a thoughtful critique of the new policy, but remained silent when sympathetic department heads
warned that going public could be "career damaging."

As a private university, Vanderbilt had the right to adopt particular beliefs and exclude certain religious
groups. What bothered me was that they didn't own up to what they were doing. I wanted them to be truthful,
to say in their brochure, "If you are a creedal religious person, don't expect to find a campus group here." I
wanted intellectual honesty and transparency about their presuppositions.
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We need not be afraid;

the gospel is as

unstoppable as it is

unacceptable.

Instead, top officials seemed blind to their assumptions, insisting all religious groups were welcome while
gutting our ability to preserve defining beliefs and practices.

Those of us opposed to the new policy met with everyone we could to plead our case and seek compromise. We
published essays and held silent protests with signs calling for pluralism and religious liberty. Hundreds of
students and some faculty respectfully objected to the new policy. Catholic and Protestant students, low-
church and high-church, met together daily in front of the administration building to pray.

As a writer and pastor, I value words, love careful argument, and believe good ideas prevail. I believed that if
we cast a vision of principled pluralism, showed how value-laden presuppositions are inherent in any
worldview, and reiterated our commitment to Vanderbilt and avoided the culture wars, the administration
would relent.

But as spring semester ended, 14 campus religious communities—comprising about 1,400 Catholic,
evangelical, and Mormon students—lost their organizational status.

A year later, my family and I moved to a different state to plant a new InterVarsity chapter. It was painful to
leave beloved faculty, students, and ministry colleagues with the campus conflict unresolved. There was no
happy ending, no triumphant reconciling moment. After that long and disorienting year, I left not in
confident, defiant protest, but in sadness. What I thought was a misunderstanding turned out to be an
impasse.

We Are Here

What's happening at Vanderbilt is happening at other universities. Increasingly, orthodox beliefs and
practices are forbidden as those in power forfeit a robust understanding of religious pluralism.

Our task moving forward is to resist bitterness, cynicism, or retaliation, demonizing the university or the
culture. As Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn said, the line between good and evil runs through every human heart, a
reality that makes everything more complex. We have to forgive and to look squarely at places in our own
heart that require repentance. In community, we must develop the craft of being both bold and irenic, truthful
and humble.

And while we grieve rejection, we should not be shocked or ashamed by it. That probationary year unearthed a
hidden assumption that I could be nuanced or articulate or culturally engaged or compassionate enough to
make the gospel more acceptable to my neighbors. But that belief is prideful. From its earliest days, the gospel
has been both a comfort and an offense.

N. T. Wright points out in Paul: In Fresh Perspective that the unlikely
message of a crucified Jew raised from the dead "was bound to cause
hoots of derision, and, if Acts is to be believed, sometimes did."
Throughout history and even now, Christians in many parts of the
world face not only rejection but violent brutality. What they face is
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incomparably worse than anything we experience on U.S. college
campuses, yet they tutor us in compassion, courage, and subversive faithfulness.

We need not be afraid; the gospel is as unstoppable as it is unacceptable. Paul persisted, proclaiming that
Jesus was, in fact, the world's true Lord. And, as Wright notes, "people (to their great surprise, no doubt)
found this announcement making itself at home in their minds and hearts, generating the belief that it was
true, and transforming their lives with a strange new presence and power."

After we lost our registered status, our organization was excluded from new student activity fairs. So our
student leaders decided to make T-shirts to let others know about our group. Because we were no longer
allowed to use Vanderbilt's name, we struggled to convey that we were a community of Vanderbilt students
who met near campus. So the students decided to write a simple phrase on the shirts: WE ARE HERE.

And they are. They're still there in labs and classrooms, researching languages and robotics, reflecting God's
creativity through the arts and seeking cures for cancer. They are still loving their neighbors, praying,
struggling, and rejoicing. You can find them proclaiming the gospel in word and deed, in daily ordinariness.
And though it is more difficult than it was a few years ago, ministry continues on campus, often on the
margins and just outside the gates. God is still beautifully at work. And his mercy is relentless.

Tish Harrison Warren is a priest in the Anglican Church in North America and works with InterVarsity at the University of Texas–Austin.
For more, see TishHarrisonWarren.com.
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ATTACHMENT F 



§ 49-7-156. Religious student organizations; discrimination, TN ST § 49-7-156 

 
 

 
West's Tennessee Code Annotated 

Title 49. Education 

Chapter 7. Postsecondary and Higher Education Generally 

Part 1. Miscellaneous Provisions 

 

T. C. A. § 49-7-156 

§ 49-7-156. Religious student organizations; discrimination 

Effective: July 1, 2013 

Currentness 

 

(a) No state higher education institution that grants recognition to any student organization shall discriminate against or deny 

recognition to a student organization, or deny to a student organization access to programs, funding, or facilities otherwise 

available to another student organization, on the basis of: 

 
 

(1) The religious content of the organization's speech including, but not limited to, worship; or 

 

 
(2) The organization's exercise of its rights pursuant to subsection (b). 

 

 
(b) A religious student organization may determine that the organization's religious mission requires that only persons professing 

the faith of the group and comporting themselves in conformity with it qualify to serve as members or leaders. 

 
 

(c) As used in this section, “state higher education institution” means any higher education institution governed by chapter 8 

or 9 of this title. 

 
 

Credits 

2013 Pub.Acts, c. 283, § 1, eff. July 1, 2013. 

 

 
T. C. A. § 49-7-156, TN ST § 49-7-156 

Current with laws from the 2014 Second Reg. Sess., eff. through Feb. 28, 2014 
 

End of Document © 2014 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 
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ATTACHMENT G 



 

August 22, 2011 
Registered Student Organization: 

 

Recent court decisions have clarified the law regarding the application of 
anti-discrimination policies to Registered Student Organizations ("RSOs") at 
institutions of higher education. To ensure compliance with the clarified law and 
University policy, our office is verifying that each RSO constitution contains the 
following anti-discrimination policy: 

 
"Membership in, association with, and benefits emanating from this 
student organizations and its related activities shall be based upon 
such considerations as performance, educational achievement, and 
other criteria related to the goals of this organization and purposes 
of its activities. Judgments in this regard based solely on an 
individual's race, color, religion, national origin, age, gender, sexual 
orientation, disability, veteran status, marital status, or political 
belief are not judgments based on such considerations. Further, the 
purpose of this organization shall be consistent with public policy as 
established by prevailing University Community standards." 

 
In addition to including the exact language above in your RSO's 

constitution, no provisions of your constitution and none of your organization's 
practices may contradict or create exceptions to this policy. You should carefully 
review your constitution and practices to ensure your organization adheres to the 
letter and spirit of the University's anti-discrimination policy. 

 
In order to remain eligible for use of University facilities and funding, your 

organization must electronically submit a constitution that complies with the 
University's anti-discrimination policy as soon as possible, but no later than 
September 16, 2011. Please send your constitution to gc@ou.edu. If your 
constitution is in compliance, your organization will NOT have to re-submit its 
constitution for review next fall. 

 
If you have any questions regarding this letter do not hesitate to contact 

my office, either by email at gc@ou.edu, or by phone at 325-5474. 
 

Sincerely, 
Matt Zellner, General Counsel 
University of Oklahoma Student Association 
[p] (405) 325-5474 
[f] (405) 325-6529 
[e] gc@ou.edu 
www.ou.edu/uosagc 

mailto:gc@ou.edu
mailto:gc@ou.edu
mailto:gc@ou.edu
http://www.ou.edu/uosagc
http://www.ou.edu/uosagc


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ATTACHMENT H 



Oklahoma Statutes Annotated 

Title 70. Schools (Refs & Annos) 

Division IV. Universities, Colleges, and Schools of Special Character 

Chapter 45. General and Miscellaneous Provisions 

Exercise of Religion by Higher Education Students 

§ 2119. Definitions, OK ST T. 70 § 2119 

 
 
 

 

70 Okl.St.Ann. § 2119 

 
§ 2119. Definitions 

Currentness 

As used in Sections 1 through 5 of this act: 
1
 

 

1. “Benefit” includes, without limitation: 

 

 
a. recognition, 

 

 
b. registration, 

 

 
c. the use of facilities of the public institution of higher education for meetings or speaking purposes, 

 

 
d. the use of channels of communication of the public institution of higher education, and 

 

 
e. funding sources that are otherwise available to other student associations in the public institution of higher education; 

 

 
2. “Exercise of religion” includes without limitation the practice or observance of religion as interpreted under state law or the 

First Amendment of the United States Constitution, whichever interpretation is broader; 

 
 

3. “Public institution of higher education” includes any institution that is a member of The Oklahoma State System of Higher 

Education or of a technology center school district; 

 
 

4. “Substantially burdens” includes without limitation an action by a public institution of higher education which directly or 

indirectly: 

 
 

a. constrains or inhibits conduct or expression that reflects a student's sincerely held religious beliefs, 

 

 
b. denies a student an opportunity to engage in religious activities, or 
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§ 2119. Definitions, OK ST T. 70 § 2119 

 

 
c. pressures a student either: 

 

 
(1) to not engage in conduct or expression motivated by a sincerely held religious belief, or 

 

 
(2) to engage in conduct or expression contrary to a sincerely held religious belief; 

 

 
5. “Student” means a person who is enrolled full-time or part-time in a public institution of higher education; and 

 

 
6. “Religious student association” means an association of students organized around shared religious beliefs. 

 

 
Credits 

Laws 2014, c. 350, § 1, eff. Nov. 1, 2014. 

 

 

 

Footnotes 

1 Title 70, §§ 2119 to 2119.4. 

70 Okl. St. Ann. § 2119, OK ST T. 70 § 2119 

Current through Chapter 430 (End) of the Second Session of the 54th Legislature (2014) 
 

End of Document © 2015 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 
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Oklahoma Statutes Annotated 

Title 70. Schools (Refs & Annos) 

Division IV. Universities, Colleges, and Schools of Special Character 

Chapter 45. General and Miscellaneous Provisions 

Exercise of Religion by Higher Education Students 

§ 2119.1. Protection for religious student organizations, OK ST T. 70 § 2119.1 

 
 
 

70 Okl.St.Ann. § 2119.1 

 
§ 2119.1. Protection for religious student organizations 

Currentness 

A. No public institution of higher education may take any action or enforce any policy that would deny a religious student 

association any benefit available to any other student association, or discriminate against a religious student association with 

respect to such benefit, based on that association's requirement that its leaders or members: 

 
 

1. Adhere to the association's sincerely held religious beliefs; 

 

 
2. Comply with the association's sincere religious observance requirements; 

 

 
3. Comply with the association's sincere religious standards of conduct; or 

 

 
4. Be committed to furthering the association's religious missions, 

 
as such religious beliefs, observance requirements, standards of conduct or missions are defined by the religious student 

association, or the religion upon which the association is based. 

 
 

B. The legal standard provided in subsection B of Section 3 of this act 
1 

shall not apply to this section. 

 

Credits 

Laws 2014, c. 350, § 2, eff. Nov. 1, 2014. 

 

 

 

Footnotes 

1 Title 70, § 2119.2. 

70 Okl. St. Ann. § 2119.1, OK ST T. 70 § 2119.1 

Current through Chapter 430 (End) of the Second Session of the 54th Legislature (2014) 
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Oklahoma Statutes Annotated 

Title 70. Schools (Refs & Annos) 

Division IV. Universities, Colleges, and Schools of Special Character 

Chapter 45. General and Miscellaneous Provisions 

Exercise of Religion by Higher Education Students 

§ 2119.2. Protections for students’ exercise of religion, OK ST T. 70 § 2119.2 

 
 
 

70 Okl.St.Ann. § 2119.2 

 
§ 2119.2. Protections for students’ exercise of religion 

Currentness 

A. In addition to the protections provided in Section 2 of this act, no public institution of higher education may substantially 

burden a student's exercise of religion, even if the burden results from a rule of general applicability, except as provided in 

subsection B of this section. 

 
 

B. A public institution of higher education may substantially burden a student's exercise of religion only if that institution 

demonstrates that application of the burden to the student: 

 
 

1. Is in furtherance of a compelling interest of the public institution of higher education; 

 

 
2. Actually furthers that interest; and 

 

 
3. Is the least restrictive means of furthering that interest. 

 

 
Credits 

Laws 2014, c. 350, § 3, eff. Nov. 1, 2014. 

 

 
70 Okl. St. Ann. § 2119.2, OK ST T. 70 § 2119.2 

Current through Chapter 430 (End) of the Second Session of the 54th Legislature (2014) 
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Oklahoma Statutes Annotated 

Title 70. Schools (Refs & Annos) 

Division IV. Universities, Colleges, and Schools of Special Character 

Chapter 45. General and Miscellaneous Provisions 

Exercise of Religion by Higher Education Students 

§ 2119.3. Claims and defenses, OK ST T. 70 § 2119.3 

 
 
 

70 Okl.St.Ann. § 2119.3 

 
§ 2119.3. Claims and defenses 

Currentness 

A student or religious student association aggrieved by a violation of Section 2 or 3 of this act 
1   

may assert that violation    

as a claim or defense in a judicial or administrative proceeding against the public institution of higher education and obtain 

appropriate relief, including damages, against that institution from a court or administrative body. 

 
 

Credits 

Laws 2014, c. 350, § 4, eff. Nov. 1, 2014. 

 

 

 

Footnotes 

1 Title 70, §§ 2119.1, 2119.2. 

70 Okl. St. Ann. § 2119.3, OK ST T. 70 § 2119.3 

Current through Chapter 430 (End) of the Second Session of the 54th Legislature (2014) 
 

End of Document © 2015 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 
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Oklahoma Statutes Annotated 

Title 70. Schools (Refs & Annos) 

Division IV. Universities, Colleges, and Schools of Special Character 

Chapter 45. General and Miscellaneous Provisions 

Exercise of Religion by Higher Education Students 

§ 2119.4. Construction, OK ST T. 70 § 2119.4 

 
 
 

70 Okl.St.Ann. § 2119.4 

 
§ 2119.4. Construction 

Currentness 

These provisions shall be construed in favor of a broad protection of religious freedom, to the maximum extent permitted by 

their terms and by the Constitutions of this state and the United States of America. 

 
 

Credits 

Laws 2014, c. 350, § 5, eff. Nov. 1, 2014. 

 

 
70 Okl. St. Ann. § 2119.4, OK ST T. 70 § 2119.4 

Current through Chapter 430 (End) of the Second Session of the 54th Legislature (2014) 
 

End of Document © 2015 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 
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ATTACHMENT I 



◆ BO ISE Associated Students of Boise Stole University 

TATE Judkiory 

UNIVERSITY 

 

 
1910 Unive_nity Dd:v l3oi'$e, Idaho 83725-1335 

phono 208,42&1440 

lo, 208-426-42,3 
hllp://o:sbsu,,org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

March .30. 2008 
 

Cornerstone Ministry Officers: 
 

In accordance with the require1nents outlined in The Source #I, ASBSU Judiciary 
is ofiicially requesting that you update your clubs constitution in order to comply with the 
ASBSU nondiscrimination clause. ASBSU Judiciary found the following sections ofyour 
constitution to be in conflict with the nondiscrimination clause. 

 
Article V, Section :l, subsect:i<>n 3: 

"Be in good moral standing, exhibiting a lifestyle that is worthy of• Chrtstlan" 

This.phrase was found to.be in conflict with the nondisoimination clause. Both "good moral standing" and "lifestyle that 
is worthy of a Christian" are vague and can be discnminator( against people based on things listed In the 
nonOlscrimlnation daure, 

 

"Have passed the cornerstone Ministry Equipping course (or equivalent)." 

Judiciary would like to know if tinythlng in this course·In ari.y way conmets-with the nOndiscrimination daU5e. 

Article V, Section 3., subsection 3: 

"Be in good moral standing, exhibiting a lifestyle that is worthy of a Christian as outlined in the Bible" 

This phrase was found to be in conflict WIU1 the nondiscrimination dause. Both "good moral standing" and ''llf<lstyle that 
is worthy of a Chrts\ian".are vague and can be discriminator( against people based on things listed in the 
nondiscrimination clause. 

 

Artide V, Section 3, subsedion 4! 

"Have passed the Cornerstone Ministry Equipping Course" 

Judiciary would like to know if anything ln this course in any way conflicts with the nondiscrimination dause, 

ArticiEfV, Section 5, subsed.iQn·1: 
 

"A Biblically compatible lifestyle" 
 

Judiciary found thls phrase t:o conflict with the nondiscritriination dause 

Artidti VI, Section 2t 

Specifically referencing Matthew rn:i5•17. The final line of this passage is: ''and If he refuses to listen even to the 

church, .treat him i:l_S you-would a pagan or_a tax conector.'1 

Judiciary found· this in conflict with the nondlsoimination dause. 



Rus 

◆ BOI E Associoted Students of Boise Stole Unlversi!y 19l O Univor>iiy Drive Boise, ldoho 83725-1335 

 

{ TA·1E J. ,d' 

 
 

----'--------------' ---- p-ho_n_e_2_0_8_-4_26--14-.4-◊ 
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Artide X, Settion 21 subsection C.1: 

"Abide by a Biblically compatible lifestyle' 
 

Juditfofry found thls·phn3se to conflict With the nOndiscriminatlon dause 
 

Artide X, Seciion 2, subsection C 4: 

''Have passed .l:hf:! Cornerstone. Mini$)' Equipping courset' 

Judiciary would like. ta know if anythln In ttils course In any way conflicts with the nondlsoimination dause. 

 

 

Specifically referencing Matthew 18:15-17. The firial line of this passage is: "and if he refuses to listen even to the 
church tr:eat him as: you would a pagan or a tax collector." 
Judiciary found thls in conflict with the nondisctimin.ation dause. 

 

 
As th1s ·is the official notification of a. request. io update your constitution, your  

du!, has 2 months to update your constitution and submit it for judicial review. However, 

seeing as ASBSU Ji.!diciary does not conduct business during the sui11mcr months, your 

club will have until September 2, 2008 to submit your cm)stitution for review. If yoµ have 

any further questions or concerns, you may direct them to Kara: Fink, Student Activities Program 
Coordinator, at 426-595 l. 

 

 
Sincerely, 

·. ·.   : ? -- 
Chief Justice 
ASBSU Judiciary 
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ATTACHMENT J 



§ 33-107D. Campus access for religious students, ID ST § 33-107D 

 
 

 
West's Idaho Code Annotated 

Title 33. Education 

Chapter 1. State Board of Education 
 

I.C. § 33-107D 

 
§ 33-107D. Campus access for religious students 

Currentness 

(1) No state postsecondary educational institution shall take any action or enforce any policy that would deny a religious student 

group any benefit available to any other student group based on the religious student group's requirement that its leaders adhere 

to its sincerely held religious beliefs or standards of conduct. 

 
 

(2) As used in this section: 

 

 
(a) “Benefits” include without limitation: 

 

 
(i) Recognition; 

 

 
(ii) Registration; 

 

 
(iii) The use of facilities at the state postsecondary educational institution for meetings or speaking purposes; 

 

 
(iv) The use of channels of communication of the state postsecondary educational institution; and 

 

 
(v) Funding sources that are otherwise available to any other student group through the state postsecondary educational 

institution. 

 
 

(b) “State postsecondary educational institution” means a public postsecondary organization governed or supervised by the 

state board, the board of regents of the university of Idaho, a board of trustees of a community college established pursuant 

to the provisions of chapter 21, title 33, Idaho Code, or the state board for professional-technical education. 

 
 

Credits 

Added by S.L. 2013, ch. 190, § 1, eff. July 1, 2013. 

 

 
I.C. § 33-107D, ID ST § 33-107D 

Current through (2013) Chs. 1-354 (End) 
 

End of Document © 2013 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 
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ATTACHMENT K 



Council of Graduate Students I The Ohio State University 

 
Resolution 1011-AU-006 

 

Supporting the Repeal of the 

Registered Student Organization Exemption 

 
Author: Jonathan Nutt(.19), President 

Sponsor: The Executive Committee 

Inh·oduced: November 12, 2010 

 

WHEREAS, new legal precedence set by the U.S. Supreme Court case Christian Legal 

Society Chapter of the University of California, Hastings College of Law v. Maiiinez 

Et al. brings reason to review the current Registered Student Organization exemption 

that enables "a student organization formed to foster or affirm the sincerely held 

religious beliefs of its members may adopt a nondiscrimination statement that is 

consistent with those beliefs;" and 

WHEREAS, the President of the United States of America recently committed to a 

nationwide effo1i ending discrimination in all its forms in schools and communities; 

and 

WHEREAS, the University has fostered a culture of inclusion for over 40-years and the 

exemption is in direct conflict with the vision and goals of the University set forth in 

the Academic Plan, Diversity Action Plan and motto disciplina in civitatem (education 

for citizenship); and 

WHEREAS, the exemption is counte1intuitive to the Philosophies and Guiding Principles 

outlined in the Registration Guidelines for Student Organizations at Ohio State and 

without intelligible principle and therefore difficult to interpret, enforce, and adjudicate; 

and 

WHEREAS, the Council of Graduate Students has previously taken positions affinning 

mutual respect and fair h·eatment of all individuals at The Ohio State University to 

support an environment of diversity that enriches the community and enhances the 

educational process; and 

THEREFORE LET IT BE RESOLVED, that the Council of Graduate Students urges The 

Ohio State University to repeal the exemption outlined in the Registration Guidelines 

for Student Organizations at Ohio State that states "A student organization formed to 

foster or affinn the sincerely held religious beliefs of its members may adopt a 

nondiscrimination statement that is consistent with those beliefs;" and 

LET IT BE FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Council of Graduate Students charges its 

Graduate Student Representatives in University committees to vote in accordance with 

this resolutions; and 

 

 

1 



Council of Graduate Students I The Ohio State University 

 
LET IT BE FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Council of Graduate Students charges its 

President to communicate to the Ohio State University President, the Executive Vice 

President and Provost, the Vice Provost and Chief Diversity Officer, the Vice President 

of Student Life, the Dean of the Graduate School, the Undergraduate Student 

Government, the Inter-Professional Council and all other appropriate groups the 

Council's position as established by this resolution. 

 
 

Date Approved: Hov5i:M S.(. 12.) 2,.o o 

/,.Jr\A t"'\\ l'c\t,USL-"'f 

>v!L,.£1 
\;t •

 

President I Council of Graduate Students 
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Council on Student Affairs Recommendation 

Religious Student Organization Carve-Out 
 

January 18th, 2011  
Submitted by Bryan Ashton 

On behalf of The Council on Student Affairs 
 

CHARGE: 

 

Recommend a course of action in regards to the religious student organization carve-out 

to the non discrimination clause in the Student Organization Registration guidelines at The Ohio 

State University. 

 

RESEARCH: 

 

The Council began the process of reviewing the carve-out in the beginning of November 

through an Ad-Hoc committee. This committee finished their work at the end of November and 

produced a recommendation in favor of a blanket removal of the carve-out (attached). On 

November 30th, CSA hosted an open forum, in which we heard opinions from student 

organization leaders and university community members about the issue. During the quarter 

both Undergraduate Student Government and the Council of Graduate Students passed 

resolutions in favor of the removal of the Carve Out (attached). Voting CSA members were also 

provided with numerous reading materials and encouraged to engage in constituency outreach. 

 

FINDINGS: 

 

The Council voted (12-1) in favor of accepting the Ad-Hoc committee’s recommendation 

of a blanket removal of the carve-out. The Council recommends that this change be placed into 

effect for the next student organization registration year and that appropriate University 

resources be allocated to help organizations transition and maintain their compliance and 

registration status. 

The Council, in accepting this recommendation, endorses the position that every student, 

regardless of religious belief, should have the opportunity to participate in student organizations 

as well as have the opportunity to apply or run for a leadership position within those 

organizations. The Council believes that the Office of Student Life in conjunction with the 

Office of Legal Affairs should address acceptable officer selection procedures with groups who 

request such assistance. 

Attached to this recommendation is the report of the Ad-Hoc committee as well as the 

Student Government resolutions that were introduced. Much debate and strong feelings were 

drawn from these resolutions and reports, so they are included in the recommendation. 



Council on Student Affairs Recommendation 

Religious Student Organization Carve-Out 
 

 

 

 

 

November 29, 2010 
 

Submitted by Bryan Ashton 

On behalf of Student Organization Carve Out Ad-Hoc 
 

CHARGE: Recommendation a course of action in regards to the religious student organization 

carve-out to the non discrimination clause in the Student Organization Registration guidelines. 

 

MAKE UP: The Ad-Hoc Committee consisted of representatives from Residence Life, the Law 

School, IPC, USG, CGS, Muslim Student Association, Staff, and Faculty. Ex-Officio members 

included representatives from Legal Affairs and Student Activities. 

 

RESEARCH: 

The group heard from Michael Layish of Legal Affairs, as well as Kerry Hodak from 

Student Activities in regards to their experiences with the carve-out and the history of its 

implementation. The group also discussed the implications of the removal of the carve-out or 

continuing with the carve-out in place for religious student organizations. Each student 

government was asked to do constituency outreach and in the process CGS passed a resolution 

regarding the issue. The committee then spent three meetings debating the merit of the removal 

of the carve-out, upholding the carve-out, and the examination of a leadership exemption. 

 
 

FINDINGS: 

The Ad-Hoc Committee voted unanimously (8-0) in favor of recommending that the 

carve-out, in relation to its application to general members, be removed. There was discussion 

and dissent to the idea of a blanket removal, with three members of the committee voting in 

favor of adopting a carve-out, similar to current carve-out, however applied only to leadership 

positions in the organization. The recommendation of the Ad-Hoc Committee was (5-3) in favor 

of a blanket removal of the current carve-out. Below are opinions in favor of a blanket carve-out 

(Brandon Edwards) and opinions in favor of a leadership position carve-out (Maria Ahmad). 

 
 

OPINIONS: 

 

Blanket Removal 
 

Put simply, the debate placed before the Council on Student Affairs regarding carve out 

language for religious-based Student Organizations requires a choice of the lesser of two evils. 

By removing the carve-out for religious-based Student Organizations, Ohio State runs the risk of 

diminishing the voice of student organizations built upon a sincerely held religious belief. By 

denying these organizations the privileges associated with registration, we threaten 

discrimination against those groups that are organized around a certain interpretation of religious 

doctrine. However, by keeping the religious Student Organization exemption currently in place, 



Council on Student Affairs Recommendation 

Religious Student Organization Carve-Out 

 

Ohio State’s Office of Student Activities leaves open the option of groups discriminating against 

members of the student body interested in membership. Keeping the carve out institutionalizes 

the ability of Student Organization members to openly discriminate against students with 

opinions and behaviors different than their own. The question is: should we potentially 

discriminate against Student Organizations or should we allow those Student Organizations to 

discriminate against individual students.  It is my opinion, and the unanimous opinion of the 

CSA Student Organization Guideline Review Ad-Hoc Committee, that the former is a preferred 

action in lieu of the potential ramifications of the latter. We must protect the rights of students to 

join the organizations of their choosing instead of tolerating the discriminatory tendencies of 

individual Student Organizations. 

As a public University entrusted with the stewardship of taxpayers dollars, we must not 

allow Student Organizations to discriminate against federally mandated protected classes. 

Additionally, we must consider where the funding comes from for the benefits bestowed to 

Registered Student Organizations. Each student pays a $25 Student Activity Fee, and this money 

allows Registered Student Organizations access to a number of benefits. It is irresponsible to 

require this fund of every student but not allow individual students the right to join any Student 

Organization of their choosing due to discriminatory rules put in place by those groups. 

It is the opinion of some that carve out language still be included in governing the 

selection of Student Organization Officers. In response to that, I advocate that we allow 

democracy to run its course. It is entirely rational to impose voting membership requirements 

relating to attendance at meetings and fulfillment of other membership characteristics. By 

restricting membership to those dedicated to its mission through demonstrated participation, each 

Student Organization has the ability to create an electorate as devoted to the organization as 

possible. It is in that spirit that we should allow voting members to install the leadership of their 

choosing, free from institutionalized guidelines precluding certain members the privilege of 

seeking officer status. We must trust the capacity of each Student Organization member to vote 

for the candidate most in line with his or her values and goals for the organization. Democracy 

should decide that someone is unfit for officership rather than guidelines that allow 

precautionary discrimination. 

Justice Anthony Kennedy summed up the spirit of the need for carveout removal in his 

concurring opinion on CLS v. Martinez: “a vibrant dialogue is not possible if students wall 

themselves off from opposing points of view.” 

--Brandon N. Edwards, November 28, 2010 

Leadership Position Carve Out 
 

 

Student Life is made up of students for students. Student groups are run by students. Any student 

is able to create a new group on campus with any mission or purpose that they desire. But once 

the group is started, it is crucial for the group to have some rights that will keep them stable and 

active. Religious student groups are created for two main purposes. The first purpose is to foster 

the beliefs and maintain the identity of those who follow that faith on campus. The second 

purpose is to let others on campus know about the faith through various means. Seeing the 

second purpose, it is obvious that groups that want to affiliate their self as an official OSU group, 

will plan events that would be open to all students and fulfilling their purpose, and using the 

student’s activity fee. 
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However the first purpose cannot be fulfilled without having a leader who shares the 

basic beliefs and concepts of the religious thought that the group was founded upon. One cannot 

help instill faith in another unless the former also believes. To have a leader who does not 

believe in the basics of that faith become the face of the group, and that religion, is deceitful and 

unfair to those who join. This partiality can be more readily applied to religious groups over 

others such as ethnic ones because religion is something one can choose to follow, not something 

one is born with. We do not even have to look at the degrees of religiosity but to have someone 

who claims and seems to be believing in and following the group’s mission is not only ideal but 

necessary. 

 

It may be true that groups should use their own wisdom in choosing their leaders through 

having a criteria and elections. However, student groups come in all sizes and to do this may be 

difficult for smaller and new groups. These student groups should have some rights as to who 

can and cannot be the representative of their group. If a group sees it necessary to not let that 

individual become the leader, the latter has the ability to start his or her own group which is 

simple to do at this University. This will also foster more diversity and give scope to larger group 

of students who may not have wanted to be part of another group’s mission. Having a carve out 

for leadership does not have to be used by those who do not want to, but it should be there for 

those groups who want it. If about 23 of 900 student groups are using the carve out presently, 

and need to, then they should be able to. 

 
 

-Maria Ahmad 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ATTACHMENT L 



3345.023 Religious student group benefits, OH ST § 3345.023 

 
 

 
Baldwin's Ohio Revised Code Annotated 

Title XXXIII. Education--Libraries 

Chapter 3345. State Universities--General Powers (Refs & Annos) 

Students and General Provisions 

 

R.C. § 3345.023 

 
3345.023 Religious student group benefits 

 
Effective: September 29, 2011 

Currentness 

 

(A) No state institution of higher education shall take any action or enforce any policy that would deny a religious student group 

any benefit available to any other student group based on the religious student group's requirement that its leaders or members 

adhere to its sincerely held religious beliefs or standards of conduct. 

 
 

(B) As used in this section: 

 

 
(1) “Benefits” include, without limitation: 

 

 
(a) Recognition; 

 

 
(b) Registration; 

 

 
(c) The use of facilities of the state institution of higher education for meetings or speaking purposes, subject to section 3345.021 

of the Revised Code; 

 
 

(d) The use of channels of communication of the state institution of higher education; 

 

 
(e) Funding sources that are otherwise available to any other student group in the state institution of higher education. 

 

 
(2) “State institution of higher education” has the same meaning as in section 3345.011 of the Revised Code. 

 

 
Credits 

(2011 H 153, eff. 9-29-11) 

 

 
R.C. § 3345.023, OH ST § 3345.023 

Current through 2013 File 11 of the 130th GA (2013-2014). 
 

End of Document © 2013 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 
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ATTACHMENT M 



§ 15-1861. Definitions, AZ ST § 15-1861 

 
 

 
Arizona Revised Statutes Annotated 

Title 15. Education (Refs & Annos) 

Chapter 14. Provisions Relating to Community Colleges, Universities and Private Postsecondary Institutions 

(Refs & Annos) 

 

Article 6. Students’ Rights (Refs & Annos) 

 
A.R.S. § 15-1861 

 
§ 15-1861. 

Definitions 

Currentness 

In this article, unless the context otherwise requires, 

 
1. “Community college” has the same meaning prescribed in § 15-1401. 

 
2. “Public forum” includes any open, outdoor area on the campus of a university or community college and any facilities, 

buildings or parts of buildings that the university or community college has opened to students or student organizations for 

expression. 

3. “University” means a university under the jurisdiction of the Arizona board of regents. 

 
Credits 

Added by Laws 2011, Ch. 337, § 1. 

 
Current through the First Regular Session and Third Special Session of the Fiftieth Legislature (2011) 

 
End of Document © 2011 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 
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§ 15-1862. Rights of students at universities and community colleges, AZ ST § 15-1862 

 
 
 

Arizona Revised Statutes Annotated 

Title 15. Education (Refs & Annos) 

Chapter 14. Provisions Relating to Community Colleges, Universities and Private Postsecondary Institutions 

(Refs & Annos) 

 

Article 6. Students’ Rights (Refs & Annos) 

 
A.R.S. § 15-1862 

 
§ 15-1862. Rights of students at universities and community colleges 

Currentness 

A. A university or community college shall not discriminate against a student on the basis of the student's religious viewpoint, 

expression or belief. 

 

B. A university or community college shall not adopt any policy that penalizes or punishes a student based on the student's 

religious viewpoint, expression or beliefs. 

 

C. If an assignment or classroom discussion requests a student's viewpoint in coursework, artwork or other written or oral 

assignments, a university or community college shall not penalize or reward a student on the basis of religious content or a 

religious viewpoint. In such an assignment, a student's academic work that expresses a religious viewpoint shall be evaluated 

based on ordinary academic standards such as grammar, style, analysis and adherence to the instructions for the assignment. 

D. A university or community college shall not withhold any certificate or degree on the basis of a student's religious viewpoint 

or religious expression. 

 

E. A university or community college shall not discipline or discriminate against a student in a counseling, social work or 

psychology program because the student refuses to counsel a client about goals that conflict with the student's sincerely held 

religious belief if the student consults with the supervising instructor or professor to determine the proper course of action to 

avoid harm to the client. 

Credits 

Added by Laws 2011, Ch. 337, § 1. 

 
Current through the First Regular Session and Third Special Session of the Fiftieth Legislature (2011) 

 
End of Document © 2011 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 
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Arizona Revised Statutes Annotated 

Title 15. Education (Refs & Annos) 

Chapter 14. Provisions Relating to Community Colleges, Universities and Private Postsecondary Institutions 

(Refs & Annos) 

 

Article 6. Students’ Rights (Refs & Annos) 

 
A.R.S. § 15-1863 

 
§ 15-1863. Student organizations; recognition; rights 

Currentness 

A. A university or community college that grants recognition to any student organization or group may not discriminate against 

or deny recognition, equal access or a fair opportunity to any student organization or group on the basis of the religious, political, 

philosophical or other content of the organization's or group's speech including worship. 

B. A religious or political student organization may determine that ordering the organization's internal affairs, selecting the 

organization's leaders and members, defining the organization's doctrines and resolving the organization's disputes are in 

furtherance of the organization's religious or political mission and that only persons committed to that mission should conduct 

such activities. 

C. A university or community college may not deny recognition or any privilege or benefit to a student organization or group 

that exercises its rights pursuant to subsection B. 

 

Credits 

Added by Laws 2011, Ch. 337, § 1. 

 
Current through the First Regular Session and Third Special Session of the Fiftieth Legislature (2011) 

 
End of Document © 2011 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 
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Arizona Revised Statutes Annotated 

Title 15. Education (Refs & Annos) 

Chapter 14. Provisions Relating to Community Colleges, Universities and Private Postsecondary Institutions 

(Refs & Annos) 

 

Article 6. Students’ Rights (Refs & Annos) 

 
A.R.S. § 15-1864 

 
§ 15-1864. Students' right to speak in a public forum 

Currentness 

A. A university or community college shall not restrict a student's right to speak, including verbal speech, holding a sign or 

distributing fliers or other materials, in a public forum. 

 

B. A university or community college may restrict a student's speech in a public forum only if it demonstrates that application 

of the burden to the student is both: 

 

1. In furtherance of a compelling governmental interest. 

 
2. The least restrictive means of furthering that compelling governmental interest. 

 
Credits 

Added by Laws 2011, Ch. 337, § 1. 

 
Current through the First Regular Session and Third Special Session of the Fiftieth Legislature (2011) 

 
End of Document © 2011 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 
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